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1.0 SUMMARY

1.1 Contract Description

This contract studies unique optical computing concepts which use nonlinear

optical phenomena to perform matrix multiplication and to provide reconfigurable opti-
cal interconnection. The study focuses on the use of real-time holography in nonlinear

media such as photorefractive crystals for optical computing.

1.2 Scientific Problem

By incorporating the parallel nature of optics in nonlinear media, it is possible

to perform parallel riatrix multiplication using four-wave mixing. In addition, the

dynamic holography in nonlinear optical media provides a naturdl candidate for the
reconfigurable interconnection. The general problem in this program is to generate and
investigate new concepts which use these nonlinear optical phenomena for optical

computing.

Specifically, this program investigates experimer.tally and theoretically the
multiplication of natrices using optical four-wave mixing in nonlinear media, and the

possibility of usingz such matrix multiplication and wave mixing for reconfigurable

interconnection.

1.3 Progress Summary

There are several areas of significant progress achieved under this contract

that are directly related to the development of optical matrix multiplication and recon-

figurable optical interconnection. These include:

1. First experimental denionstration of parallel matrix-vector multiplier

u 'ing optical four-wave mixing in a barium titanate (BaTiO 3) crystal.
2. First experimrental demonstration of summation process inside the non-

linear nmedia in matrix-vector multiplications.

3. Experimental demonstration of 2 x 2 matrix-matrix multiplication using

optical four-wave mixing in a BaTiO 3 crystal.

I
C 10 17STD/bI '
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4. Experimental demonstration of matrix-matrix multiplication using colur

multiplexing.

5. Experimental demnonstra:ion of matrix-matrix multiplication using convo-

lution.

6. Experimental demonstration of matrix-vector multiplication using a

spatial light modulator and a phase conjugator.

7. Development and experimental demonstration of a new concept of

reconfigurable optical interconnection using photorefractive holograms.

S. Experimiental demonstration of high-efficiency interconnection using

BaTiO 3 crystals.

9. Development of matched amplification at the Fourier plane to achieve

maximum efficiency.

10. Experimental demonstration of high efficiency in photorefractive optical

interconnection using matched amplification.

II. Experimental demonstration of reconfigurability using a liquid crystal TV

in conjunction with a photorefractive barium titanate crystal.

1.4 Publications and Presentations

1. "Reconfigurablz Interconnection Using Photorefractive Hologramis," Proc.

SPIE, Vol. 15 1, Paper No. 03, to be presented at SPIE's Annual International

Suniposiuni on Optical and Optoelectronic At)plied Science and Engineering

(August, 1989, San Diego, CA).

2. "Energy Efficiency of Optical Interconnections Using Photorefractive

Holograms," submitted to Appl. Opt. (1989).

3. "On Image Ampi'fication by Two-'Xave Mixing in Photorefractive Crystals,"

submritted to Appl. Opt. (1989).

4. "Photorefractive Nonlinear Optics and Optical Computing," Opt. Eng. 28(4),

328 (1989).

5. "Elnergy Efficiency of Optical Interconnection Using Photorefractive Dynamic

FIolograrn i," Optical Coirputing, 1989 Technical Digest Series, Vol. 9 (Optical

Society of America, Washington, D.C.), pp. 128.

2
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6. "Lnerg if ficient Optical Interconnection Us;ing Dynamiic H ologramns i

Photorefractive Media," OS.\ Annual Meeting. 1988 Technical Digest Series,

vol. 1I (Optical Society ot Amrerica, V. ashington, D.C., 1988), pp. 178.

7. "Optical Interconinction Using Photorefractive Dynamic H olograns," AppI.

Opt. 27, 20943 (1 988).

S. "lOptical Matrix-Vector Multiplication Using a S)patial Light Modulator and a

Phase Con~ugator," Spatial Light Modulators and Applications, 1988 Technical

Digest ')erjo,, V'ol. 8 (Optical S)ocetr of Arrer~cd, A.ashing tori, D.C., I 988), p:-.

9. "Optical M~it rix -Ma tr ix Mtitipli at ion Li ,irig Niuit icolor Four -- a\.c Mixing,"

Proc. SPll:, Vo'. 81, paper 38, presenitedat OL/LA-SL'88 (Jdn. 1C-I17, 198S, Los

Angelesv,, C..

I C. "Opt C M t -- Vc o Mul IIplicat ion i Four* \A d~e Mixing ii, Pko tore t ru--

ye~ Mcdiu," Opt. Let t. 1 2, I 38 (987); Opt. Let t. 1 2, 373(1987).

I1. "Opt c-al Ma tri'\-\ C or Multiplication Using Four-AV.ae Mixig," Paper MM"

OSA AnuaiMeting (Oct. 19S6, Seattle2, V. A), J. Opt. >,o,,. Alit. A3 (13), 1b

(lI9sb).

1.5 Platent Disclov-ires

"Multicolor YMrix -Matrix Multiplier %3itn Para ii I i .i," Mi. Khoi Jlrevw% . A.F. T.

Chiou and P. Yeh, Rock\Aell Pa~ert Disclosure S7SC 37.

"Matrix-Vec-tor Multiplier using Photorefractve Phase Cori juga tor s," P. 'r eh, A.L.T.

Chiou and Mi. Khoshnievisa-, Rockw.ell Patent Disclosure 87')C46.

"Optical Matrix-Matrix Mw ltipiier w ith N3 Parallel isni b Spatial Convolution via Four-

V.ave Mixirg," A.F.T. Chion-)i, Rckwell Patent Disclosure 87SC63.

"Pe-con figurdb e2 Optical rI te rconnec t using Dr nan ic I lI ograr is," P). Yech, Rock~kel!

Patent Dicclosijre S7SC 54.
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2.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

The techn,,cal problem addressed in this contract is the study of optical miatrix

nul tip! cat ion and reconfi gurdbie optical interconnection. B incorporating the parallel

naltire of optics inI non line2Ar miedia such as photoretractivye crystal , 1,2 it is possible to

perforrii parale I\ .~ri il: pI1 Ic)ation using four-wkave- mixing. In addition, the dvnamic

hololgraph'. ir nolinear opTLJ(al riedia pro.ides, A natural candidate for the reconfiguratle

>pt-c! It ica. V , [1, K prk)granl i aI n ed at the uttization, of noil incir optica!
P 1 0 (rl ,1 a p~ ol, 1i 0-5-7 TH VTg2,5 an 0j-,d C m xn 5-7

r~onl~na rn S,9 to pertorni tMe fnc trix-%vector and natrix-inatrix miultpian

Veoptic Vintronc ln Pno tore fra yie cr s W s s uch as B~aT1C) 3

~or ti> i. ninate( Sf I '.t e used as the nonlI near nedia,.

C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 11111 1' d_ ' uK i!g1r-0a.e nifn s nlinlear optiLcal proCess If- "h iich

:'r no a'.e, r ii t- fourth k. ' .in phase-niatched four-.ka'. e rmii x u, the

brec~ ~ ~~~0 .'.1 1ae co>isft.k' oouriterpropapatilig pumnp '.'aves, El andi [2 ihd an arbI-
(3)

tra. '~ ~vc L A h'ce coup Ic throki-h the third-order suscept ib;it * , t
i,3 .2~ proportiornV to the produ( t of E-1,1 2 a:rid co0f1iIP i ex cOfP-

dun atu !011(. i-.xi,, & r Lt ii undrstod in tents of the I tcording arid readoujt pr occs-

ses i. h. I ~cr i r, I clocra'r o,.h I;.tie nonlineda: media, one2 Of the? pufip aearInd the

probeI va.ori, an irite'er i pattern vIhich, in turn, induces an mdc x grating. The

ot 'in pai "t ~a'., is, difft !t-, Ironi this grating and genera tes the fourth Aive. Phe

or': at th of gra up (or ho loorarri) and readout proc~esses take place at the samie

1n.. 0-o', ! 1) i'e 0.iihKit ties referred to as ai real-tine riolcgraiph\.

P-, ii f our-iky rix rm in nOnlinear niedia, multiplication o! signas c-an

tak ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "m ha upo'o. sI.in addition, it '.Ae use the pa ,1t,1 naiture of

00 inV '~.~....n~~h .~a.t ~ iV forrimor. for the proeot iaeprces-

i! i i t r, i *, fr f d ii I st : r'. Sin( 1 ii d[pplik 11 1 1 Ofi o f t irT'~ lii xng, to
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real-time ima{ processing was recently reported using BSO crystals. 10 In what fullows,

we will describe sone unique concepts which use the two transverse dimenr.ions to carry

the matrix information for the purpose of matrix multiplication and reconfigurable

optical interconnection.

2.1 Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

The matrix multiplication 1 0 - 1 2 between two N x N matrices can be stated as
fo low s-:

C AL L (i)

where

C ; Aik £k (2)

k

Note that a niiatrix multiplication consists of two maii operations, a parallel riultiplica-

tion and a:i additiori.

Referring to Fig. !a, let us consider a four-wave mixing configuration which is

si tabll *or iatrix multiplication. 1 3 Bean t arid Beam 2 contain the inform ation ahout

the two niatrices A(x,z) and B(z,r), respectively. Beam I is propagating along the ,,-axis,

and Beam 2 is propagating along the x-axis. These directions are chosen for the sake of

clarit\ in introducing the concept. They are not the only directions for matrix

multiplication. Also, these natrices can be either continuous or discrete. In the discrete

case, each bear consists of a matrix of beanilets, as shown in Fig. lb.

In the nonlinear lediunm, these two natrix-carrying beans forn an interfer-

ence pattern. As a result of the nonlinear response of the nediumi, a volume grating is

formned. Thit grating contains information about the product of the matrix eiements of

th-s e twko niiatrice-, and (-an be written as:

t.n = n2  A(x,z)B*(z,y)e + c.c. (3)

Li 01 7 TIV)-ble
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[ig. Matrix-natrix multiplication using four-wave mixing.

. ( • iE , the d if l(?crrice of the %kave!vectors of th- ma trix-carrying beaHis dtlid cc repre-

,,ret , coipiux cL)ri)ugdticn. The paraieter n2 is the Kerr coefficient and is proportional

6
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to the third-order susceptibility x (3 ) of the medium. Note that the nonlinear response of

the medium serves the purposc of parallc! multiplication.

The volume grating is then read out by a third beam which can simply be a

plane wave. The diffracted beam consists of the integrated contribution from each part

of the grating along the beam path, and thus can be written

C (X,y) A(x, z)i* (z,> )d z (4)

where the integration is carried out along the beam path. Note that the integration corn-

pletes the operation of matrix multiplication. The information about the product of

these two matrices is no%, impressed on the transverse spatial distribution of the dif-

fracted beam.

Due to the phase matching requirement, the readout bean must be incident

along the directions which satisfy the Bragg diffraction condition to achieve high effi-

ciency. In antsotropic nonlinear media, the polarization states, as well as the direction

of propagation, can be chosen such that the largest of the nonlinear susceptibilities is

fully utilized.

The four-wave mixing can be either degenerate or nondegenerate. In the

degenerate case, alf the beans have the same frequency. In the nondegenerate case, the

frequencies of the bcarmis can be slightl\ different. This nidy be useful for the purpose of

separating the diffracted beam from the undiffracted portion.

To illustrate the inforiiaiion capacity of such a nonlinear optical matrix

multiplication, let us consider a four-w ave mixing process using an Ar ion laser at 480A

in a medium of a I cm cube. The grating space is of the order of 0.5 urn. Thus, 10 irm x

10 r m is enough for each pixel of information. In other words, a 1 cm cLIbe is cable of

handling 1000 x 1000 matrices. V, ith a material response time of I ns, such a matrix

multiplication has a potential data throughput rate of quadrillion bits per second

(1015 bi ts/S),

7
C 10 1 78TD/blt,
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2.2 Matrix-Vector Multiplication

Another scheme as shown in Fig. 2 is suitable for matrix-vector multiplica-

tion. H- [tere, as an example, let us consider a discrete case in which we need to carry

out the multiplication of an N-element vector and an N x N matrix. The vector is fanned

out into N-rows of identical vectors. These N x N small bearns are directed to a non-

linear mediun. The matrix which also contains N x N small beams is also directed to the

medium in such a way that each beam of the matrix is counterpropagating in a direction

relative to the corresponding beam of the vector. Thus, i the medium, there are N x N

spatially separated regions which are pumped each by a pair of counterpropagating

beams. No", N x N probing beams are directed into the medium in such a way that each
probe beam will propagate through an intersection region. The probe beams will be
"plane wave" beartilets propagating in parallel. As a result of the four-wave mixing, each

probe beari, wkill generate a phase-conjugated beam which, within a proportional factor,
can be written M(i,j)a(j). By using a cylindrical lens, a summation over j can be ob-

tained. Thus, we have

b(i) = M(ij)a(j) (5)
J

where a(j) is the j-th element of the vector a and M(i,j) is the matrix element. Such a

scherie for matrix-vector multiplication can also be used for matrix-matrix multiplica-

t)on by decomposing a matrix into column vectors and then multiply ing the matrix with

each of the column vectors. Using color-multiplexing, one can perform matrix-matrix

wiultiplication with N3 -parallelisri.

2.3 Reconfigurable Optical Interconnection

Optical interconnection will play a key role in both the optical computing and

VLSI s.steins. 3' 4 ' 16 There are many advantages of optical interconnect. These include

high space-bandwidth and tine-bandwidth products, thus, many independent channels

could be exploited for dt.i)anding computations. Optical processors are inherently two-

dimensional and parallel. Optical signals can propagate through each other in separate

channels \kith essentiall no interaction. Optical signals can also propagate in parallel

channels without any interference and crosstalk. In the VLSI systems, optical inter

connect can be used to olve the problerni of comurication, as well as the clock

distribution.
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03

(INTERCONNECTION)
MATRIX M

-'13

NONLINEAR -23

MEDIUM _2 '33

PHASE CONJb =Ma RETURN

bi -I Mijaj BEAMS
I"PLANEJ WAVES')

Ep-c - Em Ea Epr .

b
2

b3

Fig. 2 Matrix-vector multiplication via four-wave mixing.

Computer-generated holograms (CGH) can be used for fixed optical intercon-
nect. The most general CGII consists of a two-dimensional array of subholograms. Each

subhologram is capable of diffracting a gate output to any gate or combination of gate

inputs. Such a fixed interconnect pattern is adequate for many applications, including

the point operation, matrix operation, the clock distribution and a globally synchronous

systolic processor. However, there are many situations in which a dynamic optical inter-

connect is required.

In Fourier transform and sorting, every element of an output array is affected

by all the elements of the input array, and conversely, each element of the input array

affects all elements of the output array. In addition, the interconnections change at dif-

ferent stages of the computation. Thus, these operations require global and dynamic

interconnection betwveen different elements of the input array.

In image restoration, pattern recognition, and neural network systems, the

interconnect patterns could be data-dependent, making it impossible to foresee the

interconnect requirements at different stages of processing without having foreknow-

ledge of the input. The computational throughput of parallel processor implementing

9
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these types of operation will be critically affected by 'the availability of a dynamic and

global interconnect network.

In Fourier transform and sorting, the requirement for dynamic interconnect

can be avoided by resorting to a fixed but global interconnect pattern known as the "per-

fect shuffle". In the area of image restoration and pattern recognition, there is a mini-

mum amount of regularity and structure. In addition, there is a possible data and time

dependency in the interconnect requirements. A global and reconfigurable interconnect

network will be vital to achieving high throughput and high efficiency with para!el proc-

essors implementing these operations.

The most general interconnect system is one in which any gate output can be

connected to the input of any gate or combination of gates (see Fig. 3). The effect of

such an interconnect can be repres,_nted by the matrix equation

0 = M I (6)

where I is a vector representing the two-dimensional input array, M is the matrix repre-

senting the interconnect, and 0 is a vector representing the output array. In digital opti-

cal computing,1 7 ,18 the input array is actually the gate output array. Each matrix

element (i,j) is nonzero if, and only if, there is a connection between pixel j of the input

NONLINEAR MEDIUM
INTERCONNECT MATRIX

REFERENCE BEAM

LASERS DETECTORS

OPTOELECTRONIC 'LSI

PROCESSORS

R OR

OPTICAL LOGIC GATE
ARRA

GATE G A TE
OUTPUT INPUT

Fig. 3 Reconfigurable optical interconnection.
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array and pixel i of the output array. The matrix-vector multiplication technique

described in Section 2.2 can be used as an optical interconnect, which provides both local

and global communication between the gate input and gate output. In the VLSI systems,

the vectors I may consist of N laser beams, each containing a stream of data from a

processor, and the vector 0 represents the output laser beams, each feeding into a proc-

essor. The main advantage of using such nonlinear matrix-vector multiplication for

interconnection is that the matrix M can be easily changed for the purpose of reconfigur-

ing the interconnect.

Equation (6) can be generalized such that both the input array I and the output

array 0 are two-dimensional matrices. In that case, the most general interconnect

matrix Nt must be four-dimensional (i.e., tensor of rank four). Each matrix element (ijkl)

represents the connection between pixel (ij) of the output array and pixel (kl) of the input

array. Because of the two-dimensional nature of optical waves, it is desirable to repre-

sent the tensor M by a tvo-diniensional array of two-dimensional submatrices. Thus, the

matrix-matrix multiplication described in Section 2.1 can be used for reconfigurable

optical interconnect which provides the most general interconnection pattern. While this

interconnpction scheme allows complete generality, a price is paid in terms of the space-

bandwidth product requirements on the nonlinear media.
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3.0 PROGRESS

3.1 Matrix-Vector Multiplication

In our earlier demonstration of optical matrix-vector multiplication 13, 19 (see

Appendix 5.1), we have used optical phase conjugation via nonlinear four-wave mixing in

a photorefractiv- BaTiO 3 crystal to perform parallel multiplication. The summation

required to obtain matrix-vector products is performed subsequently by using a clin-

drical lens external to the nonlinear medium. With a slight modification of the experi-

mental geometry, we have also successfully demonstrated that both the parallel

multiplication and the summation can be done inside the nonlinear medium to achieve the

desired matrix-vector multiplication without an external cylindrical lens.

The top view of the new experimental geometry is illustrated schematically in

Fig. 4. The readout beam in this case consists of a vertical column of beamlets with

equal intensity. This beam enters the crystal at an oblique angle such that each beamlet

traverses, inside the crystal, all the counterpropagating pumping beamlets at the same

horizontal plane. As the proper elements of the matrix and the vector are encoded in the

two counterpropagating beams via the appropriate masks, the phase-conjugate output of

SC3&US

PHOTORE RACTIVE

INPUT MATRIX 
INPUT VECTOR

,_ A b2)
A,, A12  EXPANDED INTO
A21 A2 2 )A

72 7lb 2 b,\

C AXISREADOUT VECTOR

OUTPUT VECTOR IMGNLS

A
1 1

b
1  

Al 2 b 2 1  
r DETECTOR AT

A20 b / A222 IMAGE PLANE

Fig. 4 Optical rnatrix-vector nultiplication using photorefractive four-wave mixing.
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each beamlet consists of the sum of the product resulting from each individual encoun-

ter. From a pure geometrical point of view, the probe beam (i.e., the readout beam) can

conveniently be injected (from c-face of the crystal) perpendicular to the counterpropa-

gating pumping beams.

The experimental results for the multiplication of a 4 4 binary matrix and a

4 I binary vector are shown in Fig. 5. The magnified images of the masks used to

encode the matrix, the vector and the probe are shown in Figs. 5a, b and c, respec-

tively. The experimental results representing the final matrix-vector product is shown in

Fig. 5d. The relative intensity of each output spot representing the element of the

product vector is shown in Fig. 6. Due to the slow response time (or the order of second

for optical intensity of the order of a few tens of milliwatt/cm2 ) and the consequential

sensitivity to environmental changes of the photorefractive process, the output intensity

fluctuates significantly.

(a) (b) (c) (d)
INPUT MATRIX INPUT VECTOR READ OUT OUTPUT

(EXPANDED INTO (PROBE) VECTOR
MATRIX FORM) VECTOR

01 0 1

F 0 1 1  
1

100 1 11

Fig. 5 ,xperimental results of optical matrix-vector multiphIcation using photore-
fractive four-wave mixing.
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OUTPUT-VECTOR

BACKGROUND

4 MIN

Fig. 6 Output of the detector monitoring the intensity of the optical beam represent-
ing the product vector.

ML1 M 12 M 3  1Fai, a12 a13 -1 M1 2 M 1 3  al 0 0

in2 1 in2 2 Mn2 3  a2 a22 a23  in2 1 M2 2 in2 3  a2,0 j
in 31 M32 in 33  a3, a32 a33 M 3 1 M 3 2 M 3 3  a 3 1 0 0

F *'12 in13 [ :~12 0
m21 M 2 2 M 2 3  ' 0 a2 2 0

ML3 1 M 3 2 M 33  0 a32 0

MI M,1 m1 2 r 1 3 1 F0 0 a1 3 ]
+ M 2 , M 2 2 M 23  0 0 a23

M 3 1 in 3 2 M 3 3  
0  

0 833]

Fig. 7 Decomposition of matrix-natrix multiplication into matrix-vector multipli-
cation.

3.2 Matrix-Matrix Multiplication via Color Multiplexing

VAe have also extended our experimental demonstration on matrix-vector

miultiplication to matrix-matrix multiplication by color multiplexing 13,20 (see

Appendix 5.2). The basic idea is to decompose the problem into matrix-vector

miultiplications, as shown in Fig. 7, and carry out all the parallel matrix-vector

multiplications simultaneously by using color multiplexing. Note that each of the

operations shown on the right-hand side of the equation in Fig. 7 is in fact a m1atrix-

vector rultiplication. The basic principle of color multiplexing used to encode the

comfponent vectors with different colors is illustrated in Fig. 8 for the case of 4 4

14
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M3

M1 M2

CHROMATIC DEMUX
MULTIPLEXING

M 3 = M 1 M 2

Fig. 8 Optical matrix-matrix multiplication via color multiplexing.

matn-:Kcos. Edch row vector of the matrix Ni is illuminated by one color, and all the color

components are then combined by the prism (angular multiplexing) into a single row prior

to further expansion by anamorphic optics (not shown in the figure) to match the iask

representing the second matrix. After proper element-by-element multiplications and

summation (summing optics omitted) into the column, the resulting multicolor output is

then derlttiplexed into different color components that together represent the final

product.

Using an argon ion laser that oscillates simultaneously at five colors in the

blue-green and a BaTiO 3 crystal, we have demonstrated the principle described above for

the case of 2 - 2 matrices. Details are given in Appendix 5.2.

3.3 Matrix-Matrix Multiplication using Spatial Convolution

In addition to the matrix-matrix multiplication using color-multiplexed four-

wave mixing described in the previous section, we have also successfully demonstrated

another scheme for matrix-matrix multiplication using spatial convolution via tour-wave

mixing. From the experimental point of view, the key difference between this approach

and the others described above is that the nonlinear crystal is now located at the com-

mon Fourier plane, rather than the corimnon image plane, of the input niatrix masks. The

encoding schemule, as explained in Appendix 5.3, is also different from those used in the

earlier approaches. From the conceptual point of viev., natrix-matrix multiplication in

15
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full parallelism is achieved by space-multiplexing via spatial convolution using

degenerate four-wave mixing.

3.4 Matrix-Vector Multiplication Using a Spatial Light Modulator and a Phase

Conjugator

We have developed and demonstrated another new scheme for optical matrix-

vector multiplication that uses a phase conjugator (with a finite storage time) in

conjunction with a spatial light modulator (SLM) (see Appendix 5.4). The optical system

involved is relatively simple compared with the other approaches. Without any modifica-

tion, such a scheme can also perform matrix-matrix multiplication with N212 parallelism.

Referring to Fig. 9, we use a SLM to impress the matrix and vector informa-

tion in sequence to an input laser beam. This beam is directed toward a phase conjugator

which has a finite storage time (a photorefractive barium titanate, for example). A

cylindrical lens is inserted in the phase conjugate beam path to perform the summation.

COLLIMATED
LASER BEAM

PHOTOREFRACTIVE
PHASE CONJUGATOR / BEAM

SPLITTER VECTOR Y

L MATRIX A
VECTORX

S=AX

Fig. 9 A schem~atic diagram illustrating the basic concept of optical
matrix-vector multiplication using a photorefractive phase
conjugator in conjunction with a spatial light modulator.

The principle of operation is as follows: the SLM first impresses the matrix

Information onto the input laser beam. This beam is then incident into a phase

conjugator which stores the matrix information after a finite grating formation tinme.

V. hen the matrix information is rerioved from the SLM, say by turning all the pixels into
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maximum transmission condition, the phase conjugate beam which contains the recon-

struction of the matrix information exists for a finite duration. This finite storage time

depends on the strength of the input (read) beam. During this time, if the next frame of

the SLM carries the vector information, parallel multiplication is performed as the

phase conjugate beam propagates back through the SLM. Here, the vector is represetned

as a two-dimensional array of N identical column vectors, where N is the dimension of

the vector. A cylindrical lens in the output port is used to performed the summation.

The dark storage time during which the matrix information can be retrieved is

&-terniined by the photorefractive material and the pumping configuration. It ranges

from seconds to microseconds. 2 1

The system can also perform rnatrix-matrix multiplication by tine multi

plexing. In this case, each column vector V, (i = I to N) which constitutes the second

matrix M2 is sequentiall\ impressed onto the beam to multiply with the first rilatrix Mi

according to the natrix vector multiplication schene described below. To avoid the

degradation of the information of Ni stored in the photorefractive hologran during th

readout, it is necessary to refresh the holographic memory with M1 to restore its

* diffraction efficiency. This can be done by re-impressing M, onto the beam after each

readout cycle. Consequently, a total of 2N clock cycles consisting of N cycles of write

and N cycles of read, will be required to carry out the multiplication of two N . N

matrices.

Using a photorefractive barium titanate crystal as a phase conjugator in

conjunction rith a 4S . 48 magneto-optic spatial light modulator (SIGHT-MOD SMD4SI

from Semetex Corp.), we have denonstrated the basic principle described above. The

virtue of optical phase-conjugator ensures that precise pixel by pixel alignment is

achieved autornaticall .

3.5 Optical Interconnection using Dynamic Photorefractive Holograms

3.5.1 Prin le ot Operation

During the first year of the prograin, we havc developed a new concept of

reconf igurable optical intercunnection using photorefractive holograms 2 2  (see

Appendix 5.)). This new scheie provide.s an optical interconnectlon between an array of

laser sourct-s and in array of dettActors with a very high ellurgy efficicunc .
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Reconfigurable interconnection linking laser arrays and detector arrays plays a

key role in optical computing. Conceptually, such interconnection can be achieved by

using an optical matrix-vector multiplication.

v'= M v (7)

where v is the input vector representing the signals carried by the array of lasers, and v'

is the output vector representing the signals carried by the array of detectors. The

matrix M represents the interconnection pattern. ,hen a transparency or spatial light

modulator (SLM) is used as the interconnection pattern, a large fraction of energy is

absorbed by the transparency or SLM. This energy loss increases as the dimension of the

array increases. Often, the fractional energy loss can be as large as (N-l)/N, where N is

the dimiiension of the array. For a 1000 1000 crossbar sw itch, the loss due to fanout can

be as big as 99.9%. This is not acceptable in high-speed computing because signals are

passing through the SLM hillion times per second ano the energy loss can be enormous.

Peft-rring to Figs. 10 and 11, we describe a new, method of reconfigurable opti-

cal interconnectioni which uses the nonreciprocal energy transfer in photorefractive two-
wave iixiig to irriprove the energy efficiency. Figure 10 describes a one-dimensional

case for the sake of clarit' ir explaining the concept. A small fraction of a laser bean is

coupled out of the bear, b using a beam splitter. This small fraction (called probe

beari) is then expanded b using a cylindrical lens and passes through the SLM. In the

example shown, the laser bean is to connect to Detectors b and d as prescribed by the

SLM. The transritted beam is then recombined with the main bearl inside a photore-

fractive crystal. As a result of nonreciprocal energy coupling, almost all the energ in

the main bean is transferred to the probe beam which carries the interconnection pat-

tern. The results is an optical interconnection with high energy efficiency. Figure II

describes tne reconfigurable inter:.onnection for laser arrays and detector arrays. In the

exariple (a 4 . 4 interconnection) shown, Laser I is to connect to Detectors b and c,

Laser 2 is to conr,,_ct to Detectors a and d, Laser 3 is to connect to Detectors c and d,

Laser 4 is to connect to Detector a and c. A cylindrical lens is used to focus the two-

dinmi eional array of bearms into a vector (one-dimensional array). As a result, Detector

a receives signals frorm Lasers 2 and 4, Detector b receives signals frori Laser 1, Detec-

tor c recei\es signals from Lasers 1, 3 arid 4, and Detector d receives signals from Lasers

18
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bS"

dd
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Fig. II A schematic drawing of a N N optical interconnection using dynamic
photorefractive holograms. N = 4.

2 and 3. Such a concept can be extended to interconnect NL lasers with ND detectors

where N L and ND are tw'o large number s.

The in~terconnection can be recontigured by using c. difterent SLM pattern.

Thu ererg,0 los duo. to SLM is no nwore than the reflectivity of the beam sph~tter plus the

;i,:iturial biJk absorption due, to the photorefractive crystals. The beam splitter can be

cho.+ur sici: that the reflect iv it\ is snall (e.g., 5% or less) so that such energy loss is

r.rinr, rl;'u+d. The' ho cgra i, forr, at ion iri the photore frac tive tr ediuni I .ill I i it the recor-
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figuration time. Once the interconnection pattern is formed inside the photorefractive

crystal as a hologram, such a scheme is capable of providing the interconnection for high

data rate transmission. In such an interconnection, the output of each laser can be input

to any ot or all of the detectors. Optical phase conjugation can also be used in

conjunction Aith the two-wave mixing to correct for any phase aberration that may be

caused b\ the cr, stal iniperfection.23

3.5.2 Experimental Demonstration

.-Nn experimnental configuration for a 1 - 32 interconnection using this

hoiographic :)Pproach is shown in Fig. 12. A Ronchi-Ruling (M line-pairs per inch) is used

as a 32-tem'rnt binar, vuctor mask. 5% of the collimated input beam transmitted

through thu bean splitter BS is expanded vertically by a pair of cylindrical lenses (Lcl

arid Lc2) to illuminate the vector mask. 95% of the input energy reflected by the beau

splitter PS serves as the pump beam which interacts with the spatially modulated signal

bean insi1e the barium titanate crystal. The crystal and the mask are placed at the

back-fcd_,l plane and the front-focal plane, respectively, of a Fourier transform

c lindrical )ens (Lc3). The crystal is oriented so that energy is transferred from the

puTTp beati, to the signal beam. The amplified signal output carrying the interconnection

pattern 1 reiged b the c lindrical lens (Lc4) on the screen SC.

€IYl M T AlI WlF AM I X'ANII I

A I r

f f 30 c' MA ILINEAR MAS/ L J M3

I :. 12 A schemn atic diagram of the experimental configuration Ior d

I - 32 intorconnection using a photorefractive barium titanate
cr staL.
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The intensity distribution at the output image plane is shown in Fig. 13. The

experimental results is shown in Fig. 14 for the case when only three out of the 32

channels are "ON". The table in the right hand side of the figure compares the energy

efficiencies achieved with and without the photorefractive holograms. For the latter

case, the bean splitter BS is removed (see Fig. 12) so that all the input energy is directed

into the signal channel. Note that the energy efficiency is improved by more than a

factor of 7.

32 ELEMENT VECTOR MASK

1

0

0

1 1a) (b) Ic)

0

1 a) INTERCONNECTION PATTERN

(b) OUTPUT THROUGH BaTiO 3 CRYSTAL WITH PUMP OFF

(c) OUTPUT THROUGH BaTiO 3 CRYSTAL WITH PUMP ON
i e. AMPLIFIED VIA TWO WAVE MIXING)

Fig. 13 lntensity distribution at the output image plane.

3.5.3 Demonstration of High Data Rate Transmission

\Xe have experimentally demonstrated that the hologrdphic interconnection

using photorefractive holograrms can accept very high data rate signals 2 2 [see

Appendix 5.51 even though the reconfiguration time is limited by the photorefractive

grating formation, which is typically of the order of milliseconds at modest intensity. 2 1

To demonstrate this fact, temporal modulation was impressed on a laser beam (argon,

x z 514.5 nn) using an acoustooptic device to simulate a signal, which is to be

interconnected with sonie output. The signal used was a pulse traim of frequency

o- 0.33 'tllz with each pulse being - 0.2 ps wide. This rate isclearly much higher than

the reciprocal of the photorefractive response time. The modulated laser beati, was then

split into two bear is and irixed in the crystal as described before, and the amplified

probe bearn "as rroni tured k ith a photodetector. The upper oscilloscope trace in Fig. 15
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32 ELEMENT
VECTOR MASK

0
* 0

1 DIRECT USING PHOTOREFRACTIVE
0 INTERCONNECTION HOLOGRAMS

POWER/PIXEL r POWER/PIXEL '

0.8 mW 5.2 mW

1.0 mW 3% 8.0 mW 22%

0 0.8mW 5.8mW

Fi.jqItest -disriuio t heotptimg plneWhe lu

0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

Fig. l4 Intensity distribution at the output image plane when all but

three of the signal channels are "ON." The table on the right-
hand side compares the energy efficiencies achieved using the
conventional approach and the holographic approach.

CA47414

(a) (b)

Fig. 15 (a) Signal carried by the probe beam and (b) amplified signal carried by the
probe beam after undergoing two-wave mixing.

shows the input probe signal, and the lower one shows the amplified probe signal. The

results show a steady-state response in which the temporally modulated pump and probe

beams interact simply by diffracting off the stationary index grating that is created in

the crystal after the photorefractive response time. As this experiment was performed

merely to demonstrate the high signal bandwidth of the system, optimization of the

parameters was not done, and the results in Fig. 15 can clearly be improved.
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3.5.4 Energy Efficiency of Photorefractive Interconnection: Theoretical Calculation
and Experimental Measurement [See Appendix 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7]

Referring to Fig. 16, we can estimate the energy efficiency of photorefractive

crossbar switch as follows. Let 10 be the input beam intensity and R be the reflectance

of the beam splitter. It is legitimate to assume that the beaIll splitter is practically

lossless. V. e may also assume that the surface of the photorefractive crystal is

antireflection-coated so that the Fresnel reflection loss can be neglected. Under tl'¢se

conditions, the two beams that arrive at the photorefractive cr .3 al have energies

Io(1 - R) and IoRt/N, respectively, where t is the intensity transmittance of the "on" cells

of the mask. Inside the crystal, these two beam: undergo photorefractive coupling. As a
result, most of the energy of the pump beam 1o(0 - R) is transferred to the probe beam

I Rt/N, which contains the ipta connection pattern. The energy efficiency can be easily

derived and is given by 2

lout tR 1+ mI in N I + m exp(-,L) exp (-aL) ( )

where m is the bean intensity ratio,

m = (I - R)NtR (9

and L is the interaction length, , is the coupling constant, and a is the bulk absorption

cotfficient. For uhotortfractive crystals such as BaTiO 3 and SBN, the coupling constant

is very large (i.e., -L >> I). The efficiency can be written approximately

r = [ -+ (1 - R)j exp(-uaL) (10)
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'IN 10 IoR CRYSTAL
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IU

, I 0  -R

1- 0 I 0  -R)

Fig. 16 A schematic diagram showing the intensities of various beams in a N N
permutational interconnection.

We notice that for large N, the energy efficiency is limited by the crystal bulk absorption

exp(-aL) and is maximized by using a beam spliter with a very small reflectance R (i.e.,

R - 0).

In Fig. 17, the naximiumii energy efficiency (with optimum beam splitting ratio)

predicted by Eq. (8) (assuming that the insertion loss of the mask is negligible, i.e., t = I

and that the absorption coefficient a = 0) is plotted against the dimension of the array N

for different coupling strength yL. The diagonal straight line represents the intrinsic

fan-out loss. For cases where a , 0, the curve remains valid provided that the vertical

scale is multiplied by exp(-aL).

Using an experimental configuration illustrated schematically in Fig. 18, we
have measured the energy efficiency of the photorefractive interconnection holograms in

a barium titanate crystal as a function of the fan-out loss.1 3 Instead of expanding the

signal bean through a vector mask as described earlier (see Fig. 12), a neutral density

filter (NDF) in the signal arm is used to simulate the fan-out loss. The experimental

results are shown in Fig. 19. The solid line is a theoretical fit using Eq. (8) with aL and

yL as the fitting parameter. The results (aL = 9.2, -yL = 1.1) agree with those obtained

from other independent measurements.

3.5.5 Maximizing Energy jfficiency by Matched Amplification via Fourier

Transformation (see Appendix 5.7)

In the experiments discussed above, both signal and pump beams are Gaussian

bearms %kith no spatial intensity patttern. In the interconnection applications, these bearIs
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY vs ARRAY-DIMENSION
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2
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DIMENSION OF THE LINEAR ARRAY INI

Fig. 17 The theoretical energy efficiency as a function of the dimension of the array
as predicted by Eq. (8) for t =1, a=0, and an optimum R -0.

SC44329

NO

PHOTOREFRACTIVE
CRYSTAL
BaTiO3

Fig. 13 A schemnatic diagram of !he experimental configuration for mTeasurement of
the energy efficier,,y, of photorefractive interconnection holograms in a
barium tltanatt? crystal.
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1

Fio. 19 Energy efficiency (n) of photorefractive two-beam coupling in a barium
titanate sample as a function of the transmittance of a neutral density filter
placed in the signal input arm. The transmittance is labeled I/N to relate it to
the fanout loss of a N - N permutation crossbar network.

are spatially modulated. The energy efficiency of the photorefractive interconnection

depends on the spatial overlap of the beams. We have developed the utilization of

Fourier transform to achieve maximum beam overlap and thus to achieve maximum

energy efficiency.

It is imiportant to note that although the beamlets in the signal beam and the

pump bear, are intrinsically different because of the interconnection pattern, the

individual pixels can have identical shape (e.g., square). Complete overlap is possible in

the Fourier donain, provided all the pixels are identical. Let s(x,y) be the aperture of an

individual pixel, and o(u,v) be the Fourier transform. Fourier transformation of a beam-

let of the pump beam and the corresponding column of beamlets of the signal beam can

be performed by a lens. The resulting amplitude distributions at the rear focal plane are

given by

PuIp: P(u,v) O(u,v) (11)

Signal: S(u,v) ). n(u,v) exp 1i n (UV) 1 (12)
n
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respectively, where u,v are coordinates in the Fourier plane. The summation in Eq. (12)

is over all the windows open in the column, and on(u,v) is a phase which depends on the

position of the window.

W e note that the Fourier transform of a colunin of the signal beam consists of

a linear superposition of identical patterns each with a different phase factor. Such

phase factors (ex:p(.. n, are due to the relative positions of the windows in each column.

Although these phase factors may lead to interference structures, all the energies areCo ; no4 = thei
,onfne,, under the same envelop , AF a result of the shift in ,nri~rt-- in Fourier

transformation, each of the signal beamlets overlaps completely with the pump beam at

the Fourier plane. Thus, maximum energy coupling is achieved.

The experimental configuration is illustrated in Fig. 20. The output from an

argon laser (514.5 nrn) is spatial-filtered and expanded to form a collimated beam with

2 c:n diameter. A variable beam splitter consisting of a half-wave plate and a polarizing

beam splitter cube is used to split the incoming beam into two, a pump beam and a signal

bean. Another half-wave plate is used to rotate the polarization of the reflected (signal)

beam by 900 from the direction perpendicular to the plane of the paper to the in-plane

direction. A polarizer placed downstream further filters out the residual perpendicular

component. A 10 - 10 binary natrix mask is used to encode a spatial pattern onto the

signal beam.

To maximize the spatial overlap of the pump and the signal beams inside the

crystal via the properties of Fourier transform, a pump mask with a single aperture

identical to the unit cell of the signal mask is used. The two masks are placed at the

front focal planes of two Fourier transform lenses FL I and FL2 (of identical focal length

f = 25 cn), respectively. The crystal is located at the common Fourier p!ane of the two

masks (Fig. 20). The shift-invariant property of Fourier transformation ensures that,

apart from a phase factor, the diffraction pattern from each signal channel overlaps with

that fron the pump i,,side the crystal. The intensity patterns of the pump and the signal

at the image plane and the Fourier plane are shown in Fig. 21. Note that the two

intensity distributions at the Fourier plane differ significantly in fine structures due to

multiple bearn interference anong the various signal channels.
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VBS lTO OSCILLOSCOPE

ARGON LASEh, . . E I!1: M

M2

(514.5 nm) , 1 , -,I -"-.DEh I; I T M'A2\

I -==P I .FL 2

MA : F3

FL1  AP

BB ,M3

Fig. 20 An experimental configuration for a 1-to-N - N (for N = 10) broadcasting
network using photorefractive holograms at the Fourier domain.

Intensitity Patterns

Image Plane Fourier Plane

Probe

Pump

Fig. 21 The intensity patterns of the masks for the probe and the pump beams at the
image plane and the Fourier plane.
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To investigate how the energy efficiency depends on the number of signal

channels, we used a variable rectangular aperture in front of the signal mask to vary the
number of channels from 100 to 1. In each case, we also adjusted the laser power and the

variable beam splitter so that both the pump power and the total signal input power are

fixed at 600 A and 6 W, respectively. Figure 22 is a plot of energy efficiency vs

number of signal channels. The energy efficiency turns out to be fairly insensitive to the

number of signal channels. The crystal orientation used in this particular experiment is

far from optimum, and one can expect significant improvement in energy efficiency once

optimized.

0.20|. . . . . . . . .,e

INPUT PUMP POWER - 60Oaw
INPUT PROBE POWER = 6w

t
i- Is0 ,

ii I

O O I

100 101 102

NUMBER OF PROBE BEAMS

Fig. 22 Energy efficiency (r) as a function of number of signal channels (N) in a I-to-
N - N broadcasting configuration using photorefractive holograms in a barium
titanate sample.

3.5.6 Contrast Enhancement by Double Passage (see Appendix 5.9)

All of our experimental results reported earlier are obtained with photographic

masks replacing the SLM. To demonstrate the reconfigurability and to study the

reconfiguration tiume, one can no longer avoid the use of SLM which, in general, have

relatively poor contrast ratio (of the order 10 to 100). In the parallel matrix-vector

ruultiplication approach, the naximnuni number of fan-out channels of the optical cross-

bar can bt- liir,itt'd b\ thc firitv contrast of the SLM.
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As a simple example, consider a M x M permutation matrix mask with contrast

ratio C : T1 /T 0, where T1 and To are the intensity transmittance of the "ON" state and

the "OFF" state, respectively. We assume that the signal from each source is intensity

modulated between zero and peak value P, the signal level received by each detector

through the "ON" cell is PT1 , whereas the noise level received through the (M-l) "OFF"

cell is P(M-I)T 0. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is therefore given by

S/N = T1/(M-1)T 0 = C/(M-1) = C/M for M > 1 The condition S/N > I is satisfied
provided that the number of fan-out channels (M) is less than the contrast ratio (C).

A simple method to improve the contrast is by double passage through the

sane SLM via retroflection or phase conjugationd. In principle, if the contrast ratio for

signal passage is C, the contrast ratio for double pasage will beconie C2 . The experi-

mental configuration used to verify this fact is shown schematicaly in Fig. 23. An

ex.)anded and collimated laser beam from an argon laser (514.5 nm) is transmitted

through a circular aperture (diameter z 14 mm) located at the input plane. Half of the

aperture is masked by a NDF to form a binary amplitude mask at the input plane. The

transmitted bean is collected by a lens (L) and directed into a barium titanate crystal.

The crystal is oriented so that the incoming beam is phase-conjugated back via self-

pumped mode. After reversing through the aperture, the phase-conjugated beam is

sampled by a bean splitter through imaging optics which reimages the binary mask on

the output plane. The input intensity distribution (i.e., single-passage through the mask)

and the output intensity distribution (i.e., double-passage through the mask) are measured

by scanning a detector with a small aperture (diameter z Imm) across the beam

diameter at the input and the output planes, respectively. The experimental results (for

a mask w ith optical density OD z 0.5) are shown in Fig. 24(a) and (b). Apart from some

imperfection at the edge of the output image, the output contrast ratio is approximately

the square of that of the input as expected. Instead of a phase-conjugate mirror, one can

also place a plane mirror at the input plane immediately after the mask to retroreflect

the bean back through the binary mask. The resulting intensity distribution is shown in

Fig. 24(c). The phase conjugation has the key advantage of being intrinsically self-

aligned. The grating formation time for self-pumped phase conjugation using a typical

bariurm titanate crystal at a few tens of milliwatt of optical power, is, however,

relativelk s1o (a fraction, of a second to several seconds). Note that the output obtained
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3.5.7 Experimental Demonstration of Reconfigurability

Using an experimental configuration similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 20,

with the photographic mask (transparency) replaced by an SLM, we have demonstrated

the reconfigurability of the interconnection by writing new interconnection matrix

pattern on the LCTV. The pattern is generated by an IBM PC and sent to the LCTV.

'A ith )ptical power of the order of tens of milliwatts, the frame rate is currently limited

by tre photorefractive response time to a few frames per second. As explained in

Section 3.5.3, the data rate is not iimited by the photorefractive response tine and can

be higher than several negahertz. To enhance the contrast of the binary pattern, the

signal beam is passed through the SLM twice via a retroreflecting mirror (as described in

Section 3.5.6) prior to interacting %& ith the pump bean in a photorefractive barium

titainate cr sta
,
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We propose and de-cribe a ne" method of optical matrix-vector multiplicati,,n by using four-wave mlxinc :-
photoretractive meda Using a Ba'iO crystal. Ae have demonstrated such a paraliel multiplication ThI reut-
are preseted and di-cused

A large number of signal- and image-processing algo- the vector. Thus. in the medium, there are N X A'
rithms can be expressed in terms of matrix operations. spatially separated regions. each of which is pumped
The multiplication of two matrices is one of the most by a pair of counterpropagating beamlets. Now a
basic operations in matrix algebra. Optics. with its probing beam, which consists of N x N beamlets, is
inherent parallelism, can offer great improvement in directed into the medium in such a way that each
the speed of these operations. Optical processors for probe beamlet will propagate through the correspond-
multiplying two matrices have been described in the ing intersection region. as shown in Fig. 1. The probe
literature.~ Considerable work has also been report- beam will be plane-wave beamlets propagating in par-
ed on performing optical matrix-vector multiplica- allel. All the beamlets in this probe beam are of equal
tion.: In this Letter. we describe a new method of intensity. As a result of the four-wave mixing, each
performing matrix-vector multiplication by using op- probe beamlet will generate a phase-conjugated beam-
tical four-wave mixing in nonlinear media. In addi- let, which, within a proportional factor. can be written
tion, we also report the first experimental demonstra- as M(i, j)a(j). By using a cylindrical lens. a summa-
tion to our knowledge of such an optical matrix proces- tion over i can be obtained. Thus we have
sor by using a photorefractive BaTiO , crystal.

Optical four-wave mixing has been a subject of con- b(i) = V Mti.j) X ai). (1)
siderable interest during the past several years. Much
attention has been focused on wave-front -correction' -

and phase-conjugate interferometry. ' "' In the area of where a(j) is thejth element of the vector a and M(i, j
signal processing, optical four-wave mixing has been is the matrix element. Such a scheme for matrix-
used to perform spatial information processing.v im- vector multiplication can also be used for matrix-ma-
age subtraction.,! : and logic operations." However, trix multiplication by decomposing a matrix into col-
little attention has been paid to the use of the inher- umn vectors and then multiplying the matrix with
ently parallel multiplication nature of four-wave mix- each of the column vectors.
ing for optical matrix multiplication. In this Letter The probe beam can also simply be a uniform plane
we describe a new method of performing matrix-vec- wave, without beamlets. The phase-conjugated hbarnm

tor multiplication using four-wave mixing in nonlinear will consist of N X N beamlets, because only a matrix
media. -

In what follows, we briefly describe the basic princi-
ples of real-time matrix multiplication using optical
four-wave mixing in nonlinear media. For the sake of " - |- '
convenience, we will limit ourselves to the case of
square matrices, although extension to nonsquare ma-
trices will be straightforward.

Referring to Fig. 1. we consider a scheme that is
suitable for a matrix-vector multiplication. Here, as
an example, let us consider a discrete case in which we " '
need to carry out the multiplication of an N-element
vector and an N .\" matrix. In this scheme, the -n
vector is fanned (,ut into .N rows of identical vectors.
These N X N beamlets are directed to a nonlinear
medium. The matrix, which also contains N X N
beamlets. is also directed to the medium in such a way V!: lenitli ilrioitc ,I Ilo h-lo t, l ,rittlil( III
that each beamlet of th, matrix is counterpropagating i iri\x tr milt ll ,li,, thri: t, , i\ tti:, i

in a directi,,n relative to the ci, rrespond ii, heamlet of ii .i i.ir ido

I ; 1 4_ <. ," _7 j , III rl;- I, I, l 7. ( )w ~l il 1(.I A m ( -\ n .ri..
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,AG0c N"°SER onstrate the principle of operation, we chose the fol-
A NO COLLIATOR lowing matrix and vector:

si I 10 Fi
,M0% 1 0 0

MA 2 M = 1 0 0 1a 1 (2)0 1 1 0 01

The matrix and the vector information is imprinted
12 - onto two of the beams by using transparencies (MAI

- and MA. in Fig. 2) that consist of circular dots. White
circular dots represent the l's, and the dark regions

Fig. 2. Experimentai setup used to demonstrate the optcal the O's. Instead of using a cylindrical lens to fan out
matrix-vector multiplication, the vector into five identical rows as described earlier,

we simply use a transparency of a matrix that consists
of five identical rows of (1 0 1 1 1). The incident

of N x N regions is pumped by counterpropagating matrices, corresponding to the matrix M and the vec-
beamlets. The matrix and the vector information can tor a, are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Four lenses, Ll,
actually be carried on any two of the three incident L., L3 , and L 4 (with focal lengths f) = f3= 0.5 m and f
beams in the four-wave mixing process. = f4 = 0.2 m) are used to image the transparencies MA1

The summation process can also be obtained with- and MA2 onto the center of the nonlinear crystal,
out the external cylindrical lens by using a different where the diameter of each beamlet is 0.i mm with a
scheme, described as follows. Consider a probe beam center-to-center distance of 0.51 mm. The size of the
that consists of a column of N equal beamlets. The whole image inside the crystal is 2.2 mm X 2.2 mm.
probe is incident into the nonlinear medium in such a The uniform beam is also reduced (and collimated) to
way that each of the probe beamlets is made to propa- a diameter of 3.6 mm inside the crystal by lenses L5
gate through a row of N intersection regions. The and L, (with focal lengths fb = 0.6 m and ic = 0.25 m,
phase-conjugation process automatically performs the respectively). The angle 0 between the uniform beam
summation as well as the multiplication. The phase- and one of the pump beams is 110. The two beams
conjugated beam is thus the product of the matrix- that carry the matrix and the vector information, re-
vector multiplication. spectively, are incident onto the opposite a faces of a

As a result of the nature of the four-wave mixing photorefractive BaTiO crystal. The incident angle o
process in the medium, this new matrix-vector multi- is approximately 200 with respect to the surface nor-
plier operates on the field amplitudes and thus can be mal. As a result of the four-wave mixing, a phase-
used to handle matrices and vectors with complex conjugated beam, consisting of a 5 X 5 beamlet pat-
elements. It is a coherent device rather than an inco- tern, is generated and is shown in Fig. 3(c). A cylin-
herent one. This aspect is distinctly different from drical lens is then used to perform the summation.
most of the earlier approaches, which are all incoher- The resulting product vector is shown in Fig. 3(d). By
ent. When the device is operated in the coherent
mode, the phase of each beamlet must be maintained
uniformlv over the transverse dimension of the beam-
let. In addition, such phases must also be maintained 

(b

fixed in the summation process. If these phases are
not uniform over the beamlets, the final step becomesan incoherent summation as a result of the spatial /'1101
averaging. Under such circumstances, this natrix- 1 1 01 i0

M- 0 1 0 01vector multiplier operates on the intensities and thus 0 1 1 00 1
handles only positive numbers. 1111 1

The matrix-vector multiplication is demonstrated
experimentally by using four-wave mixing in a photo-
refractive BaTiO.: crystal. 1  The crystal is cut in such W iC

a way that the faces are all perpendicular to the princi-
pal axes. All the beams are polarized extraordinary in
the xz plane and are incident onto the a faces of the (I I 1 0 1 1 /3

crystal. 1 001 0 2b = Ms 0 0100 1 1 0

In our experiments, an Ar-ion laser beam at wave- 01100 1
length 514.5 nm with an output power of a few hun- 1 11 1 4

dred milliwatt.s is used as the light source. The laser Fig. 3. Photographs showing the matrix and the vectors:
beam is expanded and collimated into a beam size of (al input matrix: (b) input vector, expanded into a matrix
approximately 1 cm. Figure 2 shows our experimental with five identical rows: (c) resultant phase-conjugate reflec-
setup. The expanded beam is then split into three tion I, trix: (d) resultant vector of a matrix-vector multipli-
beams by using beam splitters BS, and BS 2 . To dem- cation after summation oI (c by a cylindrical lens.
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Optical matrix-matrix multiplication using multi-color four-wave mixing

Arthur E. Chiou, Monte Khoshnevisan, and Pochi Yeh
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1049 Camino Dos Rios, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

ABSTRACT

The concept of using color-multiplexed four-wave mixing to achieve optical matrix-matrix
multiplication with N 3 parallelism is described. Experimental results, for the case of
2 x 2 matrices, using two-color four-wave mixing in a photorefractive crystal are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we propose and demonstrate the concept of color-multiplexed four-wave
mixinz to achieve optical matrix-m.atrix multiplication (MMM) with N 3 parallelism. This is an
extension of our earlier work on ootical matrix-vector multiplication (MVM)l using hotore-
fractive four-wave mixing. The additional degree of parallelism requiced by MMM (N for MMM
versus N 2 fo_ MVM) is provided by color-multplexing the nonlinear wave-mixing process. In
Section 2 the background for optical rr-atrix processors is briefly reviewed, and the general
idea of usin color-multiplexing to convert a MVM scheme into MMM is described. In Sec-
tion 3 w-_ present a specific approach to apply the color multiplexing technique to photore-
fractive four-wave mixing for M .M with full parallelism. The experimental details and r--
sults are discussed in Section 4. In S ection 5 we summarize our results and discuss some of
the practical difficulties and limitations, as well as some advantages of this approach.

2. SACKGROUND

Matrix algebra has been used extensively as a convenient mathematical language to formu-
late the problems frequently encountered in signal and image processing and numeric
computing. Some of the more recent applications in optical computing include optical
interconnections, 2 optical neural network processors, 3 and optical artificial intelli-
gence." , 5 In particular, two-dimensional format of a matrix can be conveniently represented
as a spitial intensity distribution of an optical beam over a plane. In this context, a
matrix can be_ viewed as a two-dimensional image and can be transferred to any designated
plane and scaled to appropriate size by conventional optical technique. The two
computational primitives involved in matrix algebra, namely multiplication and addition, can
also be carried out optically using simple reflective, refractive, or diffractive optics or
their combinations. Various aspects of optical matrix processors have been discussed fairly
extensively in some recent review articles.6- 9 In the following, we describe briefly only
those directly relevant to this work.

A basic architecture for an incoherent optical MVM scheme for performing discrete
Fourier transforms was reported by Goodm-an et al. 10 A schematic diagram of this architec-
ture fcr multiplying a 4 x 4 matrix and a 4 x 1 vector is illustrated in Fig. 1. In
general, a linear array of "N" sources (light emitting diodes or semiconductor lasers, for
instance) is used to represent the input vector (dimension = N); the value of each element
of the input vector is encoded as the optical power of each of the source. The source array
can be addressed electronically in parallel. A transparency or a spatial light modulator
(SLM) is used to encode the input matrix with the value of each matrix element represented
by the (local) optical intensity transmittance at the corresponding location on the matrix
mask. The a.,opriate pixel-by-pixel multiplication as prescribed by the definition of MVM
is achieved by projecting the source array to match the matrix mask, using anamorphic optics
(omitted in Fig. 1 for the sake of clarity). The required summations are then carried out
by another set of anamorphic optics (also onitted in Fig.l) that projects the transmitted
light onto a linear detector array. The output of the detector represents the product.
When the sources are addressed in parallel, the two dimensional matrix mask allows one to
carry out the MVM operation with full parallelism (of order N 2).

The computational complexity for the multiplication of two N x N matrices is of the
order N3. In other words, it requires N 3 multiplications and N 3 summations to multiply two
14 x N matrices. The problem can also be decomposed into N sub-problems of MVM. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2 for the special case of N = 3. Since the columns with all t,e ele-
ments equal to zero can be ignored, each sub-problem essentially involves only one MVM.
Using the configuration shown in Fig. 1, one can, therefore, complete the multiplication of
two N - N matrices Mi and M2 in N clock cycles by clocking into the source array a sequence
If N vector5. V i (i = 1 to N) which together constitute the matrix Mi; the other matrix M2 is
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Ficure 1. The incoherent matrix-vector multiplication scheme;
the cylindrical optics are omitted for clarity.
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+ M21 M 2 2 M 2 3  0 0 a 2 3

M 31 M 3 2 M 3 3  O 0 a3 3]

'igure 2. Decomposition of a problem of matrix-matrix multiplication
into the sub-problems of matrix-vector multiplication.

represented by the two-dimensional mask as described earlier. In this approach, storage
device is required at the output end since the final result, which takes the form of N
column vectors, is obtained sequentially in N steps. In addition to the time-multiplexing
approach with N 2 parallelism described above, one can also use a color (wavelength) multi-
plexing scheme to achieve MMM with full (N 3 ) parallelism.

A schematic diagram illustrating the basic principle of the color multiplexing MKM
scheme is shown in Fig. 3. Each constituent column vector V i of the matrix M1 is color
encoded by illuminating it with a unique color at a unique input angle. Chromatic (as well
as angular) multiplexing is achieved by combining the output color beam strips into a single
column with the aid of color dispersion in a prism. Multiplication in parallel of each
color encoded vector V i with matrix M2 is accomplished as described earlier (see Fig. I).
The output, after chromatic (and angular) demultiplexing via another prism, is resolved into
the product matrix which can be image onto a two-dimensional array of detectors. In
practice, one may have to calibrate the output to correct for the spectral non-uniformities
of the sour-e, the matrix mask and the detectors.

The color multiplexing technique is by no mean limited to the incoherent matrix process-
ing scheme described above. The incoherent approach is chosen as an example in this section
to explain the basic idea of color multiplexed matrix processors mainly because of its
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Figure 3. A color-multiplexing scheme for incoherent
optical matrix-matrix multiplication.

simplicity. It also serves as a reference for comparison with the coherent processor using

photorefractive four-wave mixing to be described in the next section.

3. OPTICAL MATRIX PROCESSORS BASED Ot4 NONLINEAR FOUR-WAVE MIXING

The investigations of nonlinear optical four-wave mixing for optical phase conjugation
and spatial convolution/correlation were reported 1 1 , 1 2 several years ago. Recently, the
applications of nonlinear four-wave mixing for other optical processings such as MVM,1
parallel logic operations, 1 3 optical pattern recognization for symbolic substitution,1" and
residue-arithmetic computation 5 have also been demonstrated. Most of these applications
utilize the sa.ae basic multiplicative properties of four wave mixing. They differ only in
the input spatial patterns and in their particular uses of lenses, some for imaging and
others for spatial Fourier transform. A configuration for MVM is illustrated schematically
in Fig. 4. A matrix-mask M is illuminated with a uniform coherent beam and imaged onto the
nonlinear medium from one side. The mask representing the vector (al, a2, a3) is
illuminated from the other side. The transmitted beams are expanded by cylindrical optics,
into three identical row vectors which align pixel-by-pixel with the matrix M. In practice,

43

~NLO
4.WAVE
MIXIlNG

INPUT UMEiU

VECTOR a

INPUT

MATRIX M

PHASE- - 22 I
CONJUGATE "'21 -3

b ==MRETURNS

b2UNIFO tM
bPROBE)

b3 OUTPUT MATRIX
VECTOR 

b

Figure 4. A schematic diagram illustrating the basic concept
of optical matrix-vector multiplication using
nonlinear four-wave mixing.
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one can avoid the cylindrical optics by using a two-dimension mask to encode directly three
(or N, in general) identical rows of the input vector. This allows one to use identical
imaging optics in both input ports and thus achieve better beam-overlap. Inside the
nonlinear crystal, there are nine pairs of counter-propagating beamlets, representing the
elements of the r-trix M and the vector a. When a uniform probe beam is injected into the
nonlinear crystal, optical phase conjugation takes place via the four-wave mixing process.
Undet appropriate conditions, the phase-conjugate output intensity is proportional to the
products of the three inut intensities. 1" A beam splitter is used to sample the phase-
conjugate output, which consists of nine beamlets representing the pixel-by-pixel product of
the matrix and the vector. A cylindrical lens is then used to perform the row-wise addi-
tions of the beamlets to obtain the product vector (bi, b2, b3) at the output plane. 7be
experimental detail and results demonstrating the multiplication of a binary matrix (5 X 5)
and a binary vector using a photorefractive barium titanate crystal as the nonlinear medium
were reported recently.

1

Experimental observation of simultaneous optical phase conjugation of several colors of
input from a single barium titanate crystal has been reported by Chang et al. 17 Such multi-
color phase conjugation via four-wave mixing in photorefractive crystal can be employed to
perform MMM. Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram of such a matrix processor. This configu-
ration is basically the same as the one shown in Fig. 4 except for the addition of two dis-

persive elements, one in the input for color-multiplexing, and another in the output for
color-deinultiplexing. Notice that the input matrix A is decomposed into its constituent
vectors encoded with different colors as described in the previous section. The beam illu-
minating the other matrix M and the probe beam consists of all the colors uniformly distri-
buted over the beam profiles. As a result of four-wave mixing of each of the spectral

component indezendently, pixel-by-pixel multiplication with N
s parallelism is achieved. The

signal to noise ratio of the output depends critically on the the pixel inteaction, and

hence the beam alignment of each of the spectral components inside the crystal. In the

scheme that we propose (see Fig. 5), the alionment is accomplished in two steps. The input

angles for each of the spectral components and the associated vector masks are first adjus-

ted so that the output appears as a single column consisting of all the spectral components.

Cylindrical optics are then used to expand this single column to coincide with the matrix

inside the non-inear medium. This procedure ensures that all the spectral components are in

unison and can be aligned simultaneously in the second step. Cross-talk due to interactions

among different colors does not exist, provided the frequency separation between the colors

are far beyond -he temporal (frequency) bandwidth of the nonlinear process. This is usually

the case for mcst of the photorefractive materials since their response time typically

ranges from micro-second to second.

SCSS- 333* lA
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IN PVrT
MATFIUX M

I . 12 .A3  FO R

EA CH ELEM E . 3

DISPERSIE12
=7 ELEMENT21 3

* 31

INPUT MTTRx AX ,AR,
113 -1 MA] MARI FOR

4 12 13 EACH EEi"TI

igure 5. A schematic diagram illustrating the basic idea of

optical matrix-matrix multiplication using color-
multiplexed four-wave mixing.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND RESULTS

Using a photorefractive barium titanate crystal as the nonlinear medium and an argon ion
laser, we have demonstrated the multiplication of 2 x 2 binary matrices. The experimental
configuration is shown schematically in Fig. 6. Broad band reflectors are used for the
laser resonator so that it oscillates at more than one wavelengh. Specifically, we operate
the laser (Spectra Physics Model 171) at five wavelengths (514.5 rum, 496.5 nm, 488 rinm, 476.5
nm, and 457.9 rm) in the blue-green region of the visible spectrum. The 5-color output beam
is expanded to about 1 cm in diameter and collimated by the beam expander/collimator (BE).
A neutral density filter (NDF) with OD = 1 is used to reduce the phase conjugate feedback
into the laser, and a polarizing beam splitter cube (PBS) is used to filter out the s-
polarization component. The beam splitter BSi (R = 50%), lens Li (f = 75 cm), mirror M2 and
lens L2 (f = 33.3 cm) constitute the optics for the probe beam. A 2 x 2 matrix mask MMj is
illuminated with one of the pumping beams split off from the beam splitter BS2. The folding
mirror M2, and the two lens imaging system [lenses L3 (f = 50 cm) and L4 (f = 30 cm)] are
used to project a reduced image of the mask MM1 onto the crystal. The angle e subtended by
the two beams is about 70 . The beam transmitted through BS2 is sent through a prism Pi to
angularly separate all the 5-color components two of which (476.5 nm and 514.5 rLm) are
selected to illuminate the masks KM2 and MtM3, respectively. The two color-encoded patterns
are combined at beam splitter BS3 and imaged onto the crystal through the foldir<z mirror M7,
and the two lenses LS (f = 50 cm) and L6 (f = 30 cm). For proper operation, bea=. alignrent
and pixel interaction inside the crystal are critical. The barium titanate crystal (5 mm x
4 mm x 4 r.i) is cut so that the angle o between the c-axis and one of the input surface is
about 300. This is approximately equal to the angle between the c-axis and the crating
(normal) vector when the incidence of the two writing beams are near normal (see Fig. 6).
Such a configuration allows us to maximize the effective electro-optic coefficient without
using oblique incidence, which reduces the useful area of the nonlinear medium. The phase
conjugate beam encoded with the pixel-by-pixel multiplication of each of the colors is
sampled by the beam splitter BS4. In the output port, the folding mirror M8 and lens L7 (f
= 80 cm) image the center of the crystal onto the screen S, the prism P2 angularly separates
the color components (color demultiplexing) of the output beam, and the cylindrical lens CL
carries out the ro -- ise summation for each of the colors.

CCL

P2  L

M 7  L5 Le 4Tr L 3

L2 as 
M2

R I3 1", M5 
/ L

P-

M6 "' M48 B NOF P1S 2
B

I
1

S

Figure 6. -The layout for demonstrating the multiplication of two 2 x 2
matrices usin-1 color-multiplexed photorefractive four-wave mixing.

Figure 7a shows the two matrices M and A, the decomposition of matrix A into column
vectors, and the color encoding scheme. The three masks MMi, MM3 and MM2 (see Fig. 6) for
encoding tne matrix M and the first and second column of the matrix A, respectively, are
shown in Fig. 7b. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8. Figure 8a is a picture of
the output pattern on the screen S when the summing cylindrical lens (CL) is removed; the
relative optical power of each pixel monitored by a detector is indicated by the traces from
the chart recorder. Figure 8b is the final result representing the product matrix when the
cylindrical lens (CL) is in place. In practice, calibration to compensate for the spectral
characteristic of the source, -. sks, and detector may be necessary.
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M = 1 0 _- ILLUMINATED WITH 5-COLOR LASER BEAM

A [ 1 1]

MA = M V +M, 2 [2] ] 11 [ I 1 ] =

DECOMPOSED INTO ENCODED ENCODED BLUE
COLUMN VECTORS IN GREEN IN BLUE GREEN
V 1 AND V2

(a)
8"X"2

M=(1 1) AI= 1) A2 =1 0)

MM 1  MM 3  MM 2
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Figure 7. (a) The two matrices (M and A) chosen for our demonstration, the de-
composition of A into column vectors, and the encoded colort.
(b) The three matrix masks .Mi, AM3, and MM2 (see Fig. 6) for encodi7r
the matrix M and the two column vectors Ai and A2 derived from matrix A.

0.06 ;W/PIXEL

1 MIN 1 1 Mj

BLUE GREEN GREEN FLUE
(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) the output pattern with the suming cylindrical lens (CL) (see Fig. 6)
removed; the relative power of each pixel is indicated by the chart re-
corder traces and the color of the pixel is indicated below. (b) The cor-

responding results representing the product of M and A when the sur..ing
cylindrical lens (CL) is in place.
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5SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have presented the basic concept and experimental results for optical matri )-matrix
multiplication using color-multiplexed four-wave mixing in a nonlinear medium. To ciarify
the concept ot color-multjplexing , an incoherent optical approach was also introduced.
Although the latter is relatively simple and straight forward to implement, no experimental
results, to the best of our knowledge, have yet been reported. For multicolor four-wave
mixing, a photorefractive barium titanate crystal is chosen for our experimental dezonstra-
tion because of its strong Pnonlinear response in the blue-green region of the visible spec-
trum and its availability. When the number of colors is limited to a few, no significant
reduction in phase-conjugate reflectivity of each color component is observed. However, 2,s

* the number of colors increases, say o 10 or 20, it is anticipated that the grating con-
trast, and hence the phase conjugate reflectivity for each c~lor will be reduced because of
the photo-excitation of charges by all the other colors sharing the same volume. !wultiple
quantum wcll structures with different sets of layers designed to enhance the optical ran-
linearity at different wavelengths are potential candidates for color multiplexed four-wave
mixing. With the current technology, the nonlinear optical approach is limited by the
availability of an optical med iun with sufficient nonlinearity (for four-wave mix~nQ) over
a wide spectral range and a multi-color coherent source that matches the sa!7e, specl:al
range.

In our experimental demonstration, we chose to use binary matrices and monitored the
final result in a mixed binary format. For analog operation, several important isEsses such
as the dynamic range and pixel -to-pixel uniformity require further investigation.

One of the major advantage of the four wave mixing configuration is the availari lity of
three input ports. As a result, the syst.em is sufficiently flexible that it car. te adapted,
with little or no mod.ification, to perfor-m other types of processing, such as parallel lo>gic
operations, 1 3 pattern recognition for symbolic substituion 1 and residue arithr.e:--:c co>mpu-
tation. 1 t 11 s quite conccivable, that the incorporation of color rultipleyinq, -r--.ch adds
anoDther cimension to tni.s arr rosmch with even more aecrees of freedom, will equip t_- system~

frothr' forms~ of ima:e- or cans processings.

Tn if wo.:is D- tone:_ L v a LARPAAPOS Contract (NO. F496 2'-87- C-O)CIS
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SUMMARY

The convolution of two (two-dimensional) spatial patterns using nonlinear opti-

cal four-.wave mixing in their common Fourier plane can be devised to achieve matrix-

matrix multiplication optically, in full paralielism. In principle, it can be applied to the

multiplication of a matrix A (of any dimension mxn) and a compatible matrix B (of

dimension nxp). A unique feature of this approach is that the output beamlets repre-

senting the elements of the product matrix lie on a straight line; therefore, a linear array

of detectors (instead of a two-dirrensiunal arra") can be used for monitoring the result.

The miajor advantage of this scheme is the full parallelism achieved with a relatively

simple optical arrangement. The trade-off is the resulting spatial complexity.

q hite and Yariv have demonstrated that (spatial) convolution and correlation

of two (two-dimensional) patterns can be achieved in real time by four-wave mixing in

the common Fourier plane of the input patterns and recording the phase-conjugated

output at the correspondir:; object plane. A typical experimental configuration is shown

schernatically in Fig. 1. Specifically, if U3 is a small aperture smirulating a point source

(or a delta function), a pattern representing the convolution of UI and U2 (UI*U2) is

observed in the output plane. An illustrative example is given in Fig. 2. The design of

UI and U2 to represent two matrices so that their product is represented by UI*U2 is

explained it; the fo!lo',,rg paragraphs. Explicit mathematical anal sib, including the

4S
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Fig. I A schematic diagram illustrating the basic idea of four-%ave mixing in a non-
linear medium located at the common Fourier plane of the input spatial
pattern.
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Fig. 2 .,heriatic illustration of convolution of two spatial patterns: (a) and (b) are
the two inpul spatial patterns; (c) represents the resulting spatial convolution
of the two inputs.

effect of finite aperture dimensions anmong the others, of a similar matrix multiplication

concept based or, spatial filtering was given b R.A. Heinz et al. 2
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For simplicity and clarity, let us consider the simplest cases of two matrices A

and B, both of dimension 2 x 2, and their product C = AB given below.

A = a, 1  a 12

a21  a2 2

B = b11  b1 2

b2 1  b2 2  (7)

C = AB cII c 1 2  = allbl, +a 1 2 b21  allb 1 2 +a2b22

c2 1 c22  a21bll +a22b21  a21 b2 + a22b22

A transparency U1 consists of four small apertures, each with its intensity transmittance

proportional to each of the matrix element aij is shown in Fig. 3a. A similar trans-

parency U2 corresponding to the transpose of B (i.e., rows and columns interchanged) is

shown in Fig. 3b. Note that the vertical distance between the elements in UL is designed

so that it is considerably larger than that in U2, while the horizontal distances between

the elements are identical in UI and U2. Note also that the dashed rectangular box con-

necting the four elements in U2 is an artifact to facilitate the following explanation and

should be ignored in the actual design. By comparing Figs. 2 and 3, it is straightforward

to see how the quadruplet of the dashed rectangular box is formed at the corresponding

position in Fig. 3c as a result of the two-dimensional spatial convolution. As noted

before, all the dashed lines in Fig. 3c are artifacts and the actual result should show only

the corners of each box, i.e., a total of 16 spots with the intensity of each proportional to

the cross product of all the elements in A and those in B. The four doublets lying along

the Y-axis in Fig. 3c are drawn slightly offset from the axis to expose the individual

component. In practice, the two components of each doublet are spatially overlapping on

the Y-axis. The intensity of the four doublets, from top to bottom, on the Y-axis are
proportional to c 12, CH, c2 2 and c 2 1 , respectively. The eight cross terms that do not

contribute to the matrix-matrix multiplication caii be filtered out easily as they are
physically separated from the Y-axis.
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C = AB
C11  = a11b11 + a12b21
C 1 2 = a1 1 b1 2 + a1 2 b2 2

C2 1 = a2 1b11 + a22b21

A al 12) B =(bl, b12) C22 =a21b12 + a22b22

a1 1  
812

0 0 b- 1  b21  b a,. 1iI 2

- a lb 2 1 -  / a1 b1 1  612i21 " s- 1 2b1 1I - 2 1 b1 2"M 2 2 b2 2  X
21 22 b12 a2 1 b2 2  - - - 2 2 b1 2

0 0 b 2  b22  c 0

_21b21__ _ _ _
2 1

bjl 0
2 2

b
2
l a

2 2
bll

Ul U2 UlIu2

(a) (b) (c

Fig. 3 A schematic diagram illustrating optical matrix-matrix multiplication by
convolution for the case of 2 x 2 matrices: (a) matri A and the mask UI to
encode A; (b) matrix B and the mask U to encode B ; (c) the spatial pattern
resulting from convolution of U I and U 2.

Another example illustrating the case of multiplying a 2 - 3 matrix with a

3 4 matrix is shown in Fig. 4. Note that all the cross terms that do not contribute to

the matrix-matrix product are omitted in Fig. 4c for the sake of clarity.

Using an argon ion laser (51454) and a BaTiO 3 crystal, we have experimentally

demonstrated the concept described above for the case of 2 - 2 matrices. The images of

the masks used to encode the tvo matrices A and B are shown in Figs. 5a and 5b, respec-

tively. The experimental result representing the product is shown in Fig. 5c. An over-

exposed version of Fig. 5c is shown in Fig. 5d to reveal the noise resulting from the other

cross terms that do not contribute to the matrix product.

In principle, the basic concept described above can be appled to the multiplica-

tion of a matrix (of any diniension mxn) and a compatible matrix B (of dimension nxp). In

practice, the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is expected to degrade as the dimension of the

matrix increases. The problern of S/N is less serious in the mixed binary mode. The

major advantage of this scherne is the full parallelism achieved \ith relativey simple

optical arrangements. Fro, the technological point of view, the fact that all the output
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Fig. 4 An illustration similar to Fig. 3 for the case when the dimensions of the
matrices A, B and C are 2 - 3, 3 - 4 and 2 4, respectively.

SC41678

C12

(a) (b) C2 1  (c) (d)

A (1 1) BT =(1 0) C = AB = (1 2) OER EXPOSED

Fig. 5 Experimental results for optical matrix-matrlx multiplication by convolution
via four-wave mixing in the spatial frequency domain. (a) and (b) are the
matrix masks used for encoding the matrices A and B ; (c) shows the result of
their spatial convolution; (d) is an overexposed version of (c) to reveal the
cross terms that do not contribute to the matrix product.

elements lie on a straight line can be significant, since this allows one to use a linear

detector array instead of a 2-D array for output detection.
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A var-iety of optical matrix processing schemes [1, 2] use two-dimensional spatial!

Smodlatio:, of optical in-ensitv to represent a matrix to exploit the inherent parallel nature

optics. Such an approach typically requires the projection of a spatial pattern to match anoth-:

pattern to -e,or, the element-by-element multiplication. The basic L'coherenr matix-vctor

muitiplication scheme [3]. for example, requires the use of anamorphic optics to project a linea..r

arrav of sources (or a one dimensional spatial light modulator) to precisely match a tvo

dimensional matrix masks. In the matrix-vector multiplication scheme using four-wave mixirag

in nonlinear media [4], simultaneous alignrent of all the pixels of the matrix and vecter is :a

major task, particularly for a Ilage number of pixels. Misalignment of the pixels may lead -o

severe errors. For a given size of matrix mask, the density of elements increases as the

dimension (N) of the matrix increases. As a result, the requirement on alignment becomes

more and more stringent. In practice, the critical alignment required is likely to impose a

practical limit on the optimum dimension of the matrix (N) to be of the order of one hundred or

less depending on the specific architecture.

In this paper, we report a new scheme for optical matrix-vector multiplication that uses a

phase conjugator (with a finite storage time) in conjunction with a spatial light modulator

(SLM) to eliminate the pixel-by-pixel alignment requirement at the cost of some reduction in

parallelism (N 2/2 instead of N2). Phase aberration due to imperfection in optics is also

self-corrected by the phase conjugation process. The optical s' tem involved is relatively
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simple compared "ith the other approaches. Without any modification, such a scheme can also

perform matrix-matrix multiplication with N2/2 paralsm.

LASER BEAM

S LM

LENS a

b0~

BEA CYIDIA

PHTRFA V -PUTE LENS
PHASE~ COJGAO

*

a

Fi. 0ce ai 0ia rr lu taigteb scc n e ,c pia1m ti-e *3

usn apotrfacie hs -o~cac in-- c0_-!-tonw.

sE_ na! llc__i' moduato 0

LENS.I eus t t nDr- h ______ ___ _ bn -- Mr-ao-

las1A oe,-~ daramTisba istn the bascn onto pae congz. whichs mato-ec
ma:~ho~oafusin a phoiterfractg oiveao phase. conjcate int-. cojnfoimn wi2

fromz~t to SLN. , we b tuen all toe pixaes the,: marx tansnnlecto aormatiol- :2I

secuec :o mIna-1 waieh coam.tins bhe ieosrction towar ah pase- cno-ma:io whichst

Tm princi ofint operag tis e s pnd folon the S fistiresses o the matrix intuat>

u ~tim, if the next frame of the SLM ca-rries the, vectorinomtn.pr..

.-1:_' I: 1C -rtormed as thie phase co ni u--cbm propacate h, thmc the I

t:.,.. e:ri .,. ~.Jt~i~Aa ta \ ittl luyecos
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su~r7-z: d e ark storace time durng which the matrix information ca-., '-f retrievec

cc~r'm b% photorefractive materilal and the pumping configuration. 1: ranoes fro:nt

-C onz :omic.-cxseconds

The! system-. can also perform mairix-matrx multiplication by time multiplexing. In 1±-s

cas e. each colurnn vector Vi (1i1 to N) which constitutes the second matrix N!, Is sequentia-11

mn _.rcSsed onto :he beam to multiply -with the first matrix M1 acrIn tthe matrx -vec-c'r

m~trcation s, heme described above, To avoid the degradation of the information of M,

S~o-ed in the -'hotorefractive holorr-am durngL the readout, it is necessary' to refresh tne

holosraphic Mfemory, with Mito restore its diffraction efficiency. This can be done b%&

re_-imprTessing N1 onto the beamn after each readout cycle. Consequently, a total of 2N dck.

cc.consis'nag ofl _N cycles of write and N cycles, of read, wvill be recuired to carr. out :ne

rri~ni:hcaton o07 t-vo NxN, matrices.

liK~ng a 7rhotorefrlctive barium titanate crvs tal as a phase conjugator in conjunction .:

n\ n aen--e:o-o:tic sPat al light modulator SIGHT-NIOD S ID48I from Se-metex Corn.).

\ eo zr~dtlne basic principle described above. Preliminary exnen r.'mental resulJ

' r,--su~ei Some( adantac:es and disadvantages of this approach %il be-- compared :

Tn~ cc.:is pariially supported by DARPA/APOSR contract No.F496CO-S7-C-00 15.
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Reprinted from Applied Optics, Vol. 27 page 2093, June 1, 19K;
CopN right 1' 9,1o bxN the Optical Society of America and reprinted b,, permission of the copyright owner.

Optical interconnection usirg photorefractive mask consist of an N\ X N array of transmission "indow..
dynamic holograms The input vector (a row of N\ elements) is fanned out by

using. for example. a c -vlindrical lens pair. so that the ligh't
Pochi Yeh. Arthur E. T. Chiou, and John Hong from each element is broadcast over a corresponding column

Rockwell International Sc(ience Center, 11.. Box~ 10S7) of the %vindow_ After transmitting through the intercon-

Thousand Oaks. California 9l361,. nection mask, similar optics are used to collect the light froi.i
Received ' March 1 - each row of windows and to tum the 'output into a column
Sponsored by ' .John A. N eff. lDefen-e Advanced Rest arc h vector of Nelements. Such an architecture provides the A'
Projects .Agenc%. parallelism. However, a large fraction of energy is absorbed

0(0269:~~ 1 2O9-04$.Oiby the transparency or SLN1. When used as a crossbar
~ 19S Otica Suiet of merca.switch, such an architecture has an energy efficiency of only
c 19S Optcal ()cie, o Ameica.I N. wkhere N is the dimension of the array.' This occur .s

because (A' - IC' of the ligh:, energy from each element of
Optical interconnectiun liriking laser ar-ays and dectectur the input vctor does not pass through the crossbar mask.

arrays playvs a key rule in o)ptl id comnputing.' - onceptual- The energv loss increases as the dimension of the array
lv. such an interconnection canl he achieved by using anl increases. This is sometimes referred to as the flnout ener-
up: cal mat rix -%vec ifoilt iplicat in. g -v loss. For a 1000 X 100(0 crussbar switch, the lo.;~ due to,

fanout canl be as high as 99.9'( This is not acceptable in high
M~. ~' speed computing because signals are passing through the

wxhere vis theinpu: vecto r representing the sig-ialk carried I v SLM\ at gigabit rates and the energ\ loss can be erormou>,.
an arra% l a-er, andl v' is t h'- out puT vector repre ,ent log In addit ion to the inherent lanuw energy los, all SLNls have
th- 5,i-nal, received h% the, array r f Ndetectors. NIM anl .\ X finite insert ion loss due to imperfect transmissions such as

Ama rix representintc t h- nt ern'noection pattern f (r- ahsrpt ion and scat l:erino- It we- include such insert ion
Whe t i~OF)Otn r sp mllic m~l'latr S.NIi~ lo-es. the energy efficIency f,,r a o'slarvitch would

Ulfen a- thf. inler nn(etwi ma-k. parallel matrix\ vector ,me t . where I is th( tran-mittaoce It < I I of each
miitpl ii (anl ht L ~' ~ie" the- nter ~doc'%c

1 June 1988 i Vo 27. Nc 1 1 APPLIED OPTICS 2093



Figure 2 descrihes the reconfigurable interconnection for
laser arrays and detector arrays. In the example (a 4 X 4

-e intercoinnectiion ishow n, laser 1 is to be connected to detec -
turs b and M aser 2 is to be connected to detectors u and a,

- laser 3 is to be connected to doetectors c and d. and laser 4 is to
I be connected to detectors a and c. In terms of the matrix-

v'ector multiplication, such an imntronection can be writtn

Fig 1 Schematit draAIrL- 'tn I A . optical intero.,nnetion V I no ol I I +

wheren ti c and tare signals carried by the laers
S element> ot the arrayt.

-. -~A cylindrical lens in used too folcus the 2-1) array of bean;-
into a vector 11)D arram As a resul detect ' a receix (-

sign aln from lasern and -4. dietor h receive- fi-a-Iroim
''' la~er 1. detecti'r( recei C- signal- I rumi laser- 1I.:. and 4. and

detectoir a' receiv es signaln I rcm la-ers _' and --. Sue I; a
- r~I' concept can be ext ended ", mnterom'net .t Ont Ia wth A!

* Bdet ect (r- w here N\ and Al are two ( large n tnfe
L Tule t\ -ktarc miin dlent riled in FI ad 2ir N

- vieteed a> a real -tarme h oi.g raphr in %% hich tire rekord in and
F~n S.-nv dri c:'K i: ;':.. r.:t-A -. readlut oc(cur simultanet,u-ir inside tnt pl-idTorira zoTik

&%MPTn. ::' .!n"-.:: "phi' A - cry-tal The beam splittrand the SM are ueU to r-to'rio
vi luint hi lograrn wkhch rtpre-ents theinrcmto ipt-

teun a, prescrihed hr the SI.MI. The ener _k (tilu'int- in-
It ha- Wei kmnn r~tt ti- th ha'raphit uit "'ixed in the txxi-ware mixing ensure- that tue dittracti'ti

elt-nt-nt H-P ~' c(PO't 'tpo" witt pau't ''ncal tutu- etnciencv during the remad-: i- ahniut P", 'lb>. wt
c'nninwam LOW- Irom e-ih A- -'tire o tht inpuat arra okciure. equires a pnqriib eratition iQ the crystal not that the
iBfrasat ttre ind , e(1riy-' 'ni rrn i r t ci enerm' of the readm ut'tam in icreat ly d efpeted. The high

the u ar ix The arkci iiem -peti rt qiirenent- energy eficency results frmn t he fact that in 'mtof the enerqr
hat need P' he rnt iNo an HOEi to he und bi hor iii 'ant i carried hy the re-adiout beam. which do'e, ii' t pa through

ti-w w\ NI ---- '-' lte" Wnuxdo ni irpEW alig'nmeM the SIAI but in diii racted into thte interetinnectia n paittrn
and hith apr t n iftiiir n In 'jirt' m non ti-k; Iy bl i x e hlocwrarti

ineeded t 'r each neti wtnmto t in pa.ttern. In vie" A IThe encr'nx efficiencyv of such an interent- nhoat t erti
hA-e i>- ii- K a.-ior ' to i-c cinan)ic huh'r.athil medi tatn he emtainated 1w i a croisbar swit th a- lot. I>Lt h e
sin a- phote "ractixe i-r.-t-- I"Naetra(tite c uk the rt'fectante of the beamn splitter. It in legitimate ii' a--

-& h 1a-I~ andt 'SB\ art h% tar the mnt etit iii rca - sume t hat W heriea ;phitter in pra-! icallrI 'e We may
r''' h i Thm' 1 e, -i' (' at 01 il hIll also, asnume that the urt itt of the phi~oreractive crr-tal i

Eton. n-Pt n' ths cx-- A- reqitre- ,time'(a ic 'rdcr If m, antireflectiln-ciatu so) that the Fre-nel ref'lect ii: os, can,
lig'ht in'ten ' '.ilit )rder (U I X he teg'iected. In n' tdtistet;ba-th arrive

In Fhl i ''1x p ''j-c a chet &- toqninq' at the pho!treiri ,tixe c"x-!- har entf-"icI- R'' aid Rt
1r,,i .1 F nam tiide' a ' 1 -rt-t rant irel crx 'a so ' N. respectiv-el\. Inside t he (rrtal. the-e two beani> unducrg

the f-'liogram in (-apaimp I Ptrto'rnint r"l "'nigiratilc optia phatorefrctive (001)1 u A> a re~ni. rns-t uf tht- energy tif
mitlrc p'n-' i t xi,~ a un hi ,h encrr Wto itk m\ tuch the puimp beam t1 - Ri 6 im rnstctd to the prola en ,A
> hene uiii ,i' the ii' nrc inoarl cut-mr trans', int- hc oti-teineti'n np tt 1-i'heut-rck

%&a.( nu~m,'t(waheve anetrernicl hi h ener;x eftiieno: efficiency can Ile easily dern n nxiu y
Reterrauig t'- Fig- i and 2'. xxe den rihe thi> ne-v method 'i!

re'imtic-irihle oiiial intcrvo'nt-e(ii''n x\hich utilie- tit(t
ii nrw(ipi" cal energ t rin-lcr in ph(i rtract ire w-;aeA1+>;ep
rnnxinn, ii' ijpr .rcP thFit -iier 'xt-i it-in Brcre I de-irihe- where n, in the hbeam nt elitv ratio,
a I-Ijiazeo tie-sco fl'rit x ntxplaninth t n nept A

Miall trwi ii i ''thi in' dent' la-i-h'.in. i- coupled iut i)ftht--R

.. V -l p r o i c n i a tea i n h ~ e x i', '' T i ' m; - ar)' tr i 'l a~ to "1

ic-r,- iti'il pai - t hr , < i l t - pit TiaII i': ht 'ii ilai.' r I l1S atid 1. is the interacion lenthI. -. i- the couliniig tin-tati
pr *Ii 'hwkt i P !-F- ]I i hf. ('ffle it-l t and, i-the huilka-i'rptinmc(,(fhnL Firplhiltretractixe

(il- t-r , ' ( it,'c pf- ri~w h1 t. ii. 'I The trii:: rr~tal- such a- HB' It0 la SR%. the i'''~painiz * .imtan" 1
i-i pr-h- ii~i!t*'o,tw , k !i thell mani hetn % r\ iart- e ' v 1 > I I 'Tin efic l-i:. (ailto %i trtt-im
ill-il- a ihri- rA- .ire-il''-!nn''r .l'r'ca! ilplr'xinatfl

t.g: !," n.-'''- Ji ''r' I inte 177 - iP
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0.0.' and 0.00.5 W/CMK r.espectively. The intensity of the
amplified probe beam remains at '1.9 WN,'cm-. Thi :s trans-
lates to an energy efficiency of -20'(. In other wordt, if the
fanout loss is 99 (e.g.. a 100 x 100 crossbar). the energy
efficienic ' of our new scheme can be at least 20 times better
than that of the direct approach. Notice that our crystal is
not antireflection coated, and -18'( of energy is lost at the
front surface. Bulk absorption in this. particular crystal
accounts for - 6 01c of the energy loss.

Even though the reconfiguration time is limited by the
photorefractive responsze time, which is Typically of the order
(if milliseconds at modest intensities, the photorefractive
interconnection system can accept very high data rate sig-
nals. To demonstrate this fact. temporal modulation was
impressed on a laser beam (argon. X\ = 514.5 nm using an

s~fcdn rb ne yvma ie=m/ibrzia c~ lpsecidiv) acoustooptic device to simulate a signal. which is to, be inter-
connected with some output. The signal used was a pulse
train of trequencyf, = 0.833.%MHz with each pulse being -0.2
ps wide. This rate is; clearly much higher than the reciprocal
of the photorefractive re piin~e time. The modulated laser
beamn "a> then split into twko heams and mixed it, the cr 'ystal
as des(cribed before, and the amplified probe beam wa5 mom1-
tred with a photodetect r. The upper oscilloscope trace in

Fig. :1 sho%% t he input pro be signal. and t h- lowNer oine shi w
th( amplif ied probe -ignal. The rc-ult, sh,%k a stedy.-state
respinse in which thi. temnpora1:\ m uin~cied pump anid
probe beanm in)teract s Imply hv di a tit I the st at ion ary%
index grating that is creatked in the c-rv tal at ter the Potore-
fractiye re~piin- till(- .A- t hi experimient %' as pert ormed
mnerely ti demi 0,1rate t he high hin ;,ndwidt h ot the-
SV teni. opt imizat ion of the paranmeter- xx as nt d,,ne, and
the result, in Fig. :i can clearly be impiroved.

honont~scje=Vsediv ummarizing: %%e h ave de~cribeo a ne%% method of recon-
b apli~e~woe nte~r-n'-tcalscle Omviv hozotaiscle liec lv fi.cairablte optical interconniection iiios: dynamic hologram

'a, Sicnal carried hx tiie pr .ie beanm \eri cal -i =*. in photorefract ye crysztal- Such a ne~k metho d provides a
rn\di. b. i~oii ~- 1 m 1Ar )hn ed %-aa r'> ery high ener,-v efticienu%. Th, inierci inect ion can he

,~ ~ \,~~ ~ , = red l ioredLv ~in a different SIAI pat tern. The holi-
n ,.h -ri. i~ z, r. c. d grami formation time will lirnit the reto nfigruration time.

Oncie the hi ii cram- w hith ci intain, the iat ercionnect ion pat-
fern i foirmedl inside the photi refractive crys;tal, such a
sheme is- capable of priividing the intercinnect ion for high

(er\-i"_'_ n rpii a ' ex p-, J, a.' nd i- m ivn izel h\ data rate transmissain. In such an interconnect ion. the
u-ic a'ean ; .Ic w! I a er. ,bii rtie IdceF ~.. iutput of each laser can hie input to an,, one or all the

detecti rs. Optical phase conju ' at in can al-' he used in

In -arprei i ~ r exermenal x rk.xx ines maed ~. con junction wvith the two-wvave mixing t, ' i rrect for an\
1- ;'-'t ~ an her- cod 'ii it i\ f hic' h(L, d al phase aberration that li\ e caused liv the crystalmet-

tr'11i-ii i 1) hlx a m m rc (li n -edd~tn
I -Fer L r~ ar, ar-_,i in li-e-r ''ririn- a 7)14T' amn.

Ia-er hix at I ('1im tEU i n! a Iieaf it I -m diamter(
h -in l-itx, lt aa A lieain ittr~ The aulhi'r acknowledue- helfful diculsiiin, %with their

= eO(ai'' J j u-ed(t re-dire; t 7', ' tie ene rg\ colleagues Monte Kho'hnevisan anid D ere-k Cheuing. Thi-
thri -h th, -'piia i'li-Wtuiai(r. e-tahl J inL the prTe research is. suppiorted in part b.\ DA-RPA AF()SR under
bpi Ti' i reniinU r (It the energy tIran. iit- t hroocih thli contract F4962P_-ST-0, 1'

al'i'iida'' rimtil e- the pomp beain. In 'Or prie
-!~ni1 - .xperiventi the %I xa- replaiced "xit I a neutral

-, I! i a r.;I ,arialle optical den-It% t' -imilla(- thi- Referenres
-,l --- I f neatxm r(1 - intf-rf-ittn i aii I -see, fir example. J1 I% (;,xd'iiv F 1 3 Lmntrc' f ' am

r1.1t ,kxth ow ant' r&Gi ( l La -0 ot -- ' min' The and R A Athais "Optical ln,,ronne'(,i n- to* \ I i Mv,a-
p10111h . i ra it Intlr-I" t' !1 1 N it - i-iits' Tiec(r\ t,1 Fc IF-IFT 72, .- 1s' 19, 4

a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r JiIa'i
t  
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Photorefractive nonlinear optics and optical computing

Pochi Yeh Abstract. This paper describes various nonlinear optical phenomena in
Arthur E. Chiou, MEMBER SPIE photorefractive media and selected applications in optical computing. These
John Hong phenomena include optical phase conjugation, two- and four-wave mix-
Paul Beckwith ing, and real-time holography. The applications include image amplifi-
Tallis Chang cation and subtraction, logic and matrix operations, and optical intercon-

* Monte Khoshnevisan, MEMB3ER SPiE nection.
Rockwell International Science Center
Thousand Oaks, California 91360 Subject terms: optical computing; optical interconnections; optical image pro-

cessing, nonlinear optics.

Optical Engineering 28(4. 328-343 (April 1989

' CONTENTS the propagation of an optical beam b.% another beam of light
1. Introduction inside a nonlinear medium. These manipulations, include changes
2. Photorefracnie material, of phase.- polarization,- intensit\ , direction ot propagation. arnd
3. Nonlinear optic:al phenomena ex.en the frequenc% of' light itself. ' In the area ot optical com-

3 1 I~o-,Aave mimine puting. these NLO manipulations ofter unique capabilities in
.,2. Phase cioniueatiin and real-time hiiuraiph., holographic interconnection. parallel image subtraction, phas e
3 3 Phasec-coniu,-aicineeimer conju cation, optical data storage, spatial hlht modlulations, and

4. Optical computine- applicatioin, bistable optical devices.
4 1 [majc am~h:~o Some of the most useful NLO phenomena tnclude optical
4.2 [miatcc suihiratiin and "e\,clu'ise OR l'' operation phase coi~tir, four-\Aave mimand Isso-waxe mixing."

hL--:,n,,-r nterierometr\ nutinmine..
4 3 Maan opcratiiin'these phenomena are obserxed in nonlinear medi

4 1 NI.ro opcrt~. i\-sJ nuipa~i ic htehbtaletid-order usceptibitx. Tvpicallx - these
photiircfrac(ise tour-\ssase misin ' phenomnena require ver\ high optical intensities for efticient op-

.3.2 Niatri\-mains miiiiipiicaniin bs mean, of colo~r craticin. Uising one of the most efficient NL() material,, such a,,
mualtipl C sin carbon disultide. an optical intensits lesel on the order of I 11"W

-4 3 3 an-m1i mulrirlvaiiiin u-'.c paiial ciinsilutiin cm is1, still needed. These intensity lIevels, are too high [or optical
4 1 4 Optica! rnAri-seci,)r niilt.ii&.n using a -spatial computing applications. Photorefractive material sucn as BaTiO;.

lichi miiduiat ir and a prhi~e ciinjucaf 'r SBN. BSO. and BGO are by far the most efticient media for
4 -4 Optical intcrLonnC~tion these NLo phenomena using relattsel\ lowk intensit\ e lt~.

h .koki&mn I W~ cm 1. In addition, these material,, are acentric and exhibit
7 Recre~e'nonreciprocal energ\ transfer in a degenerate two-beam coupling

configuration. Such optical nonreciprocit\ is not available in a
I. 1INTRODILCTION third-order nonlinearits.

The ieldof ptic, nolin~tr plic, i, emrpnLa,, In this, paper. w.e re, ie\A. somne of the most useful NLC) phe-
tncresin2imp rt -nomena in photoretractix e media We then discuss, their appli-

an areai of mrami pliance I ir applicaltimn, in optical ciim- canons in optic:al comnputine,
palingi- b cause ut it, inherent parallel 'i and is extreme band
wkidth (it ci titunicatii n In addittion. the: in nlinear ioptical i NI _() 2. PH-OT( R EFRACTI V MAN .TER IA LS

rc~pin : o macril, ~irthcpo ,ihht. ofmamulam_- The photi irtractive effect vs a phenomenon in "hich the local
iii i r 0 ~ -~ i.,~i~rrvv indc\ of ireraction is, chancped h% a spatial 5 ariaition i: the liight

a intenits Such an effect xkas first reported in l-9N9 The spatial
'0' 5 ..... vi'ip>. nn~rir t ~.'--index , ariatiiun leadsf to distortion of the Asaxetront. and suLch an
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effect was first referred to as 'optical damage." The photore- dium. The simplest way to produce a volume index grating is
fractive effect has since been observed in many electro-optic to employ two-beam interference inside a nonlinear medium.
crystals including LiNbO3 . BaTiO3 . SBN, BSO, BGO. GaAs. This process takes advantage of the nonlinear response of the
lnP. etc. It is generally believed that the photorefractive effect material to illumination by electromagnetic radiation. Thus. when
arises from optically generated charge carriers that migrate when t'ko beams of coherent light intersect inside a photorefractive
the crystal is exposed to a spatially varying pattern of illumi- medium, they create a volume index grating. When the two
nation with photons having sufficient energy. Migration of the beams propagate through the self-induced grating. they undergo
charge carriers due to drift or diffusion produces a space-charge Bragg scattering. One beam scatters into the other and vice versa
separation, which then gives rise to a strong space-charge field. in a process termed two-wave mixing. The hologram formed by
Such a field induces a refractive index change via the Pockels the two-beam interference inside the photorefractive medium
effect. This simple picture of the photorefractive effect explains can also be erased by uniform light illumination. Thus. dynamic
several interesting steady-state optical phenomena in these holography is possible by, using photorefractive materials.
media. The Bragg scattering involved in tw&o-wave mixing is very

Although there are several models for the photorefractive similar to the ruadout process in holography. In four-wkave mix-
effect." -1i - the Kuk; tare\, Vinetskii model is the most widely ing. a third beam is used to read the hologram formed by the
accepted one h-" In this nlodel. the ph'otorefractise materials are tso-beam interference. The fourth beam is generated as a result
assumed to contain donor and acceptor traps that arise from of the Bragg scattering. To satisfy the Bragg condition, the third
imperfections in the crx stal. These traps create intermediate elec- beam must be counterpropagating relative to one of the tvo
tronic energ. state, in the bandgap of the insulators. When beams that are insolved in the formation of the index gratin,.
photons vith sufficient energy are present, electronic transitions In tsso-sase mixing, the Bragg condition is automatically sat-
due to photoexcitation take place. As a result of the transitions. isfied. In what follow, s. we discuss some of the NLO phenomena
charge carriers are excited into the conduction band and the in photorefractive media that are useful for optical computing
ionized donors become empty trap sites. The rate of carrier applications.
generation is sl - 13IIN 0 - N,- ). wkhereas the rate of trap
capture is -yRNN_ . Here. s is the cross section of photoion-
ization. I is the light intensit,,. 3 is the rate ot thcmial generation. 3.1. Tso-,Aave mixing
'YR is the carrier-ionized trip recombination rate. and N and Twko-vsave mixing is important in practicalls all of the useful
Nt3 stand for the concentration of the carriers and ionized traps. NLO phenomena observed in photorefractive media The process
NI) is the number densit,, of the donor. of torming an index variation pattern inside a nonlinear medium

Ti-. .,pac- ,. ,icld ji,,d,. by tne migration of the charge using two-beain interference is ver, similar to that of hologram
i:,utriers is, determined b%, the ik llov, In, set of equations"c e so s formation. Such an index \ anation is often penodic and is called

-; " 1 . , a Ivolumc .cratinc In addition to the holographic process known
-N= 7N - •traditionally, beam coupling occurs simultaneousl, This is a

unique property of photorefractive materials. In what fo llo\s.
s ,- ',,ike bricfl, revies, the coupline and enere: transfer of i,,o beams

('2 inside a photorefractie medium.
Consider the interaction of tvso laser beans inside a pnoto-

V retractie medium (Fig. 11. If the t\, o beam' are ot the same

e " -. frequency, a statinary inerference pattern is formed. Let the
electric field of the two wxases be wntten

V.itE' = eiN N - N. I4"

wAhere & is the unit sectlr alone the c-axis of the crstal. N., i, A expfv ii w - k -r) . J = 1.2 . if,
the a.ceCpl,r concentration. ii I, the mobiity. T is the absolute
temperature, k is Bo!tzmanns constant. n is the index of re- , here A.A- are the \%a e amplitudes. w is the angular fre-
trction. is the di-' ri,. tensor, pl is the photovoltaic current. quenc\. and k1 .k- are the s ave vector, For simplicit. ve
e i the electronic Larec. and p is the photosoltaic constant a,,sume that both beam', are polarized perpendiular to the plane
E" stands for the space-charge held L is the total field, which of incidence ii.e . s-polarized).
imludc, E' and an\ external or internal fields (such as chemical Within a scaling factor, the intensits can be "ntien
or internaj lerroelevtrc tield..

As a rcult of the precnic (M the 'pa.ce-chargc field. a chance 1 17, - - :
in the mdc. (of retriction i, inducd b icans of the linear
ele,tro-tpti. eftcct Pkkcl elcte 5 t t..sine Eq (6) for the clectri, lield, this can: be , riicn

,A here
.kherc r,, Is thc elc .t,-,opt. ,.,"ct . nt ith .1.k ..

K I, k. 94?

3. NONIINE \R 01I( %L PHVN\MLNA

Ai L: . NP.) c :, ent'r ic, -.' iet irs ,e thL hr and K 2 AcT \. sherc \ I, thc period oh the trinn.e patcrnu
',' t s l . .:ro r z- til, ., ph. tricriise iCIn ire nlcenst\ [E.q I8 li ha, a spmial \s Fi iot: inside the photo

O L EN. NP A:,, ' , 1989 \-, 28 N, 4 329
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refractive medium. Accordine to Kukhtarev's model, such an A2  
A-

intensity pattern will generate and redistribute photocarriers. cre- -.. _ .
ating a space-charge field in the medium. This field induces a
volume index grating due to the Pockels effect. In general. the
index grating will have a spatial phase shift relative to the in- -_ ---
terference pattern The index of refraction, including the fun- A, A2 -
damental component of the intensity,-induced gratings. can be P'OTOREFRACTVEMEDIUM

written

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram illustrating the basic idea of photorefrac-
[n, A A- ] tive two-wave mixing,n n *-exp(id)) exp - iK.ri c cc., (10)

where is formally analogous to the recording process in conventional
holograph.. Consider Fig. I. in which two laser beams intersect

= 1 1: - A ,- . (11 aIdU form ali induced index grating. The index grating [Eq. (10)]
contains the product of the amplitudes A, and A2 . This grating

r is the index of refraction wkhen no light is present. b is real. is a hologram formed by an "object' beam A1 and a "'reference"
and n, is a real and positive number. For the sake of simplicit\. beam A,. The diffraction component of the transmission function
we assume a scalar grating. The phase b indicates the degree of such a hologram [t - expl - i..nL A)] is given approximately
to ,khich the index grating is shifted spatiall, relative to the
intensit, pattern. In photoretractie media that operate b\ dif-
fusion onl,. i.e.. no external static field i, for example. BaTiO . t - An - A Aexp, - iKr) - AAepoKr) . 115)
the magnitude of (b is -. 2 wkith its sign depending on the direction
of the c-axis. K is the grating wkave vector gisen b, Eq. (91 Ahere A1 and '2 denote the complex amplitudes of the object
The parameter n, depends on the grating spacing and direction and reference fields. respectivel.. Equation (15) assumes that
and on the material properties of the crystal. e.g.. the electro- the modulation is \seak, so the higher order terms can be ne-
optic coefficient. Expressions for nlexptld') can be found in glected.
Refs. 9 through I 1. For reconsItruction (see Fig. Il. the hologram is illuminated

The spatial phase shift betseen the interference pattern and h' :he reference beam Azexp - ik:.r). The diffracted beam can
the induced volume index erating has been knossn for some be %A ritten
time i The phase shift al los for nonreciprocal stead\-state
transfer of ener-L, betseen the beams. Y 14- 1( To investieate the ,AA.A-esp -ikl-r t .16)

coupling, we substitute Eq ( 10i (or the index of refraction and
E = Ei - E2 for the electric held into the Awave equation. This where -q is the diffraction efficiency . Notice that the phase of
leads to a set of coupled equation,. A- cancels out and the diffracted beam is a reconstruction of

The solution, tor the intensities li(z) and 1z2Z) are the obiect beam Aiexp( - ikw.r. Similarlk . the reference beam
A- can be reconstructed by illuminatin, the hologram with object

11(7)= 1 ),I 1 n -e -z I beam A1 . provided beam AI is aphaseobject (i.e.. A1 has only
m eXpV/ phase %ariation. with Ail = constant).

In addition to holographic analog . ts o-wave mixing exhibits

],(I) = -0); ep - 1 113 amplitication. which is a unique feature not available in con-
flp -m'- ventional holograph\. Using these tv.o properties. tko-ssase

mixing can be used for beam processing. As a result of its real-
where / i, normal to the rxstal surla,es and m is the input time holographic nature. photorefractie tsso-w ave mixing ex-
intensit, ratio hibits nonreciprocal energy transfer without an\ phase cross

talk '

I'(01 The lack of phase cross talk can be understood in terms ofm - - 141
1I() the diffraction trom the self-induced index grating in the pho-

toretractise crstal. Normallk,. it a beam that contains phase
In the absence ot absorption I 0 . l-z) is an increasine information I,,lr.t is diffracted from a fixed grating. the same
function of 7 andi l7)z is a decreasing tunition ot i. prosided phase information appears in the diffracted beam For a sell-
y is positise The sign (of -y depend, on the direction of the induced index grating, the phase information QI)r.t is impressed
c-axis As the result of the coupling tor y > 0 in Fig 1. beam onto the grating in such a "sa\ that diffraction will be accom-
2 cains enerc., from beam I. If this t\Ao-\.ase mixing gain i, panied b a phase shift -&,lr.t). Such a dynarnic hologram
large enough to osercoime the absorption his, then beam 2 is makes sell-cancellation of phase inhornation possible v hen the
amphified Such an amplhication is respon,,ible tor the lannine. incident beam is diffracted from the grating produced b the
stimulated scatierinL and oscillation o1 lase beams in photrk'- incident and reference beam, This self-cancellation ot phase

d traclise crstals r. int,-mation is actuall\ equivalent to the reconstruction of the
c mentmned the hintleraphi. inicrpretanon of tss.,-ss ,s \ reference beam Alhen the hologran is rea6 out b\ the object

miminL in phtrefractie nedia earlier Elaboratine. "sc con. bcalli
sider the 0 ,rmatti ot an indc er,,t9L due to Inc presence (o Lncr" trainsfer s. lhoit phase cross talk sin be emplo- ed to
tt, ohcr.,n lar beams inside a phi t)rcfr, I\e cr\ sii This lpress both the sptala arid temporal spectra ot a light beam -

P7- +,, f+,',E ;+: a , l E v EP
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A2 supports bidirectional oscillation, a phase-conjugate beam is gen-
-~ erated bv means of four-wave mixing.

According to this theory.~ the frequency of oscillation inside
the crystal can be slightly detuned from that of the pump beam-

A, -If w is the frequency of the incident laser beam. the frequency
A AA3 of the internal oscillation can be written

PiHCiTCREFRA Y-~ MED,. I w "6117)

Fig 2. Schematic diagram illustrating the basic idea of photorefrac- where 8 is the frequenc\ detuning and is of the order of 1 Hz
tive four-wave mixing. for BaTiOi. This frequency detuning depends upon the path

length of the ring, oscillation inside the crystal. The bidirectional
oscillation pro,.ides the counterpropagating pumping beams. BN

In other wAords, the ener2N transfer wkithout phase cross talk can conservation of energ\. the phase-conrjug'ated beam has a fre-_
be utilized to clean up thec wkavefront of a laser beam. This has un\ow-28
been demonstrated experimnentallr using a photorefractise SB' Thq rsntrmdlpeensasml xlnto of the6

c "sa ' to correct for the sparialsa rn and temporal- Tersntrmdlpeet ipeepaaino hfrequency shift observed in BaTiG,;. sell-pumped phase conlju-
wNavefront aberrations,. gaos Epeiena esidence indicate,,ta nesa os-

ciliations pla\ a kex role in the generation of phase-conjuo1ate
3.2. Phase conjugation and real-time holography sss

RefemrnL ito Fit: 2. Consider optic:al four-%kise mixing in a
photo~refractise medium Beam, A1 and A- incident from the 3.3 Phase-conjugate interferometri
left form a %olume index c:ratnne inside the medium. If' the third A phase-conjugate interferometer is, simnpl\ an interferometer
beamn A,, is exactls counterpOpacatineL relatise to A,. then a that uses one or more PC.\s,. Several configuration,, of phase-
fourth beam is, generated that propac2ates hackssardl relatise to con)'.iate interterometers have been investigated These include
A, and is, a time-resersed replica ot that beamn. This is wkhat a Nlach-Zehinder interleromneter incorporatinL a phase con jugpator
happens in the readout proces' O1 consentional holograph\, t' or sell-referencing phase contounng based upon the interference
except that in four-\sase mixing the ssritine and readout pro- betisseen an incident \kave and its phase-conjugate counter-
cesses occur simultaneousis For this reason, phase conjug-ation part.' a Michelson interferonmeter v. ith one o'f the mirrors
b\ means of optical four-ssase mimine ts often referred to as replaced b\ a phase conjueator.' and a Michelson interfer-
real-timre holorph omleter wAith both mirrors replaced b\ one or tv-o paecon.lu-

If "se consider the Lomhination of the photoiefractive medium) ators.4_4 Seseral optical coniputnng applications, including
and the tsso coanterpropaar i-, beams ( A- and A;as an optical coherent jiage subtraction.'"- .. exclusive- OR' logic opera-
des ice, then such a de\vice behas es like a retroreflective mirror. tion.'"4 and spatial ditfferentiation.4 has e been demonstrated
An incident beam "sIll be ph.~e con~iugted and propagate back- uisine the Michelson conliouration ).\ith both mirrors replaced
sajrd. retracing_ it,, path, Su _m opiica! de% icc I called a phase,- h,- a single self-pumped BaTiO; phase conjupctor (see Sec. 3.2 1.

conluc:ate mirror W C%1 k iiR_1-ction tromt a PCNI exhibit' man\ A\ similar confieuration for temporal diffeI- rentiation (or novelts
interesting, properties. includint: - sasefront aberration correc- filtering i has also been conceived. 9 In this section. \ke brieflis
tion. polari/iaton restoration. - and amplilication..' The am- reviess% the unique features of a phase-conluioate Michelson in-
plitication is possible because energs. can be coupled from the terterometer I CNII . Applications, in optical computing are dis-
tsso counterpropagating beams, cussed in Sec. 4.2.

,,% class, of phase coniaeaii0rs that has e, receis ed considerable: One of the most imiportant aid interesting phenomena asso-
attention recentls are the sc'i-pumiped phase conluctors,. - ciated v. ith PCMIs is onic reu crxo/. Referrmne, to Ftc, 3(a I. con-
In these comucators. there, arc no exiernall\ supplied counter- sider a Michelson interfecrometer wkith PCMs1 An incident laser
propagLatinL p ump beams, Thu, no critical alienment is re- beam Is' ith intensit\ I i is split h\ beam spI:-er BS (as'sumning
u ,ui red The phase -con iuitte retlec:tisl its i relatisels high at esen losslessi into twko components, \xhich are retroreflected back b\
lo\;k laser posser These des ices are b\ far the most convement the lIC\Ns According to Stokes' principle of time resersibilits..
PCIs av.ailable Althoueh seseral niodels, has e been deseloped ss hen the tso phase-conutuc beams, recombine at the beam-
for self-pumped phase o~niuoators, the phenomena can be splitter, a timec-revecrsed replica of the incident beam is izenerated
easils understood "sith the resonator model "'In the tisi - This beani propagates backss ard. retraicine- the ortinral incident
interact ion reeiIon model. - iss o separate tour-. ave tii \inic are beam path. Thus, there is no light at the output port I por Ai.
respo nsibLe I; r the phase :on jugLatlin In the 2-1K grating: model, the total darkness, is a result of time resersal Such an optical
sell, pun pecd pha'e. c1n nelini nsidered as a proces. sinti lar time res ersal has been obscr ed experimental Is u~ine_ tss o cou-
to stinlilate lirillmun s;trie In The resonaitor nimlel . ple:d liTio; crs st als for the ['('ls
thu. crs 'Il ib1his s %cv. e a, an o)pti_! a eas i that suppi rt a Reer-ring to HFig. 31bI. (riorim trans parencie, Ti ix.\ I and
multitudel it od' hese_ ni'deJ aire trauped in'idc the rsti 1-issn the eltects of \Ahich 'ill be dicssdin Sec 4.2]. let
oss! tui, total! internmal refli inr at th : surld.c IJ. and t . r be the amplitude tran-.inissioti11 and relection cod -

\\ hen at later beami enr r the_ .jrs sta. siiiie of the: nudes ole- ti~wt e oisf beamsplitter B's for beami enterine trim the richt and
be: c\itcd a, t resuhlttthe ir'c pfamirtetn 1:1in (i;IM. 1k)t5, let. respctikels T , :-inut beam skith Limples field amiplitude

rw ; en ,iin In pn ir.rim-, i illatliw L eu. I-eec rrutd I is split b\ the beansplitlci it a reflectecd siuill'lutlcrlt nI- and
&,,or t, tu the. r', ;,> in Pet', %khen ihe ,! a Ir~in~iittd comiponent tL- These n irmoncnts are phase

nr~l : t r~ere ru. eis ''-re I, tithe irid;. i let; cr bet r:etewi cisc11% r'l I and IL. and atrc 'irther split and] rte

A r\-O~5- A' - 7N
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* (b The energN transfer in photoretractive mso-sAav e mixing dis-
Fig. 3. (a) Time reversal for a Michelson interferometer equipped with cussed in Sec. 3.1 can be used for image amplification.5  Spe-
PCMs. (b) Quantitative analysis of the time reversal of a PCMI. ctclv h neato fasrn upba ~ihawa

-imace-beanne beam inside a photoref-ractis.e medium results in
combined \kith r'E-r -rE't' at port B and r-Et -t*E-r' an amplification of the imaoe information. To preser-\e the con-
at port A. The principle o1 rexersibiht\ requires that trast of a era\ scale transparenc\. it is crucial that the amplifi-

cainfactor he unitorin spatially and throughoutth neso
Ir- t~i'iE = I* d\ dnarnic range of the image-carrxine beam. This issue has been

analyzed b)s Fainman and Le:5 Their results indicate that a
ttr i'r E' = 0I .191 uniform intensity gain of more than 40 dB o\ er an input d\ namic

ranLc of four decades (i.e., 13 bits) is possible in photorefractive
Ths',. the amplitude coefficients, satists the relations crsstals such as BaTiG. and SBN with strone- coupling )-yL

10. w here -v is the coupline- coef ficient and L is the interaction
,r-.12 lencth j.

The basic idea described abose is illustrated in Fig:. 4 along
tr~tr I 2 \I ith the experimental result.,. Both the pump and the imae-

carrying beams were split off from the same laser output
Equation (21) establihes the condition for complete cancellation 5.5m.The sinal beam w-as first attenuated to be about
of the hield at port A. These equations are knoss n as Stokes i reso aniuesekrta hepm n hnsn

equations. throuch the tran-sparencv\ to earm the iacinfrmation prior
In practice. the canc:ellation at port A ma\ not be complete to mixing w.ith the pump beam inside hie cns.,tal. An x\.z-cut

because Ionc cannllt ob-tain an idel phase. clnliueatiln. The ica- -aif) crxNstal %ka\ used as the nonlinear medium. The close
surement itf timre res ersa! tidelit t u -msnL a PCNII ssas reported resemblance betwAeen the amltied image (,,ith a gain of ap-

receilshs Es hnk ad \zquc Th phae istablit ariing piimatel\ 20.(M) andi the orLoinal image indicate,, that the
trorm the use t I, (I independent ( not colupled) self-pumped phasc earnl is sutficientlk unilorm 115cr the dynamic ranee of a txnieal

i di.u,, -d i Ket-43 krd\sCale picture ito prcesersec the contrast.
In pnolorciractis cr\ stals such as BaTio-, and SBN - the

4. OPTFIC kU. COMPI TING, APPLICATIONS phasec shift beissen 111L interterenc rineesc and the indexs grat-
-[he NL pheinmena. includine: iso- and lEour-"a-s msin\in :. ing_. in the absence of an esternall\ applied electric field. Is
Iopti5. a pha~ jL I ho and phase -L njugate inltercrothr\ apprllilatcl\ -,2 sec Sec: I I ..A,, a result, the coiipling eon-

ins the presiu I cw can be Cemnplll\ d ia tn and hence the sitnal cain arc striont-est wkhen teoo

ruine (It drr1Liiwn, tIr Iptik l Lkomputin:- and mace nr-1c Irequincies ill the punip and probhe beams, are iden:ical 1see, for

ir-e A* lec~arl~ arc eli~cn in, th 5 sciwn tillkiIrr;itI om" c\airc.EL i 1 41in .c 'Ihsignal gain decreases,

(11 iK r~irr in ! hnutahwnlr , thesL N[.( approoahe:-. drasti".i11\ asthe optical trcycnt)\ ditmerenice beisseen the
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pump and probe beams exceeds the reciprocal of the photore-
fractive response time. Since the typical response time of a high
gain photorefractive crystal (e.g.. BaTiO3 or SBN) is of the
order of a fraction of a second at an intensit\ level of the order
of I W/cm2 , the frequenc difference of the two beams has to
be less than 10 Hz. Practically, this requires that the two beams
originate from the same laser. To overcome this limitation, there
have been numerous investigations world"ide to search for al-
ternative matenals or processes with much faster time response.

Several other image processing applications employ photo-
refractive two-wave mixiniz. These include incoherent to co-
herent image conversion, positive and negative image trans-
fer.-b dynamic range compressioni .- NLO range imaging.
visualization of vibrational mode patterns.': and novelt\ fil-
ters.5 ' In Sec. 4.2 we describe a unique application in image
subtraction using phase-coniugate interferometr\ .

4.2. Image subtraction and "exclusive OR" logic
operation using phase-conjugate interferometry

The PCMI examined in Sec. 3.3 can be readily adapted to per-
form seteral mathematical operations over a (or a pair of) I to-
dimensional spatial patterns) of amplitude or phase modulation.
These include parallel image subtraction and addition. negation
and XOR lgic opration , and spatia and iemporal differen- Fig 5. Experimental results for image subtraction using a PCMI. Thehorizontal and vertical bars are the images of transparencies 1 ndtiations WAe bneflo, re% tess some of these applications in this 2, respectively, when the illuminating beam for the other arm is
section. The major advantages of the techniques using PC.MIN blocked. The checkerboard pattern is the intensity distribution of
over conosentional approaches are dsnamic stabilits and alien- the coherent subtraction of the two images.
ment insensiti, it,. Details are discussed in Ref. 60.

Optical imai't subtraction Optical imae subtraction " ha,been a sub ect of considerable interest because of its potential ference when both illuminating beams are present. Note that the

in man\ important application,,. In this technique. one imace is intensit% distribution Ahere subtraction takes place is fairly' uni-
subtracted opticall\ from another to detect the difference, be- form and is very close to that of the true dark background I i.e..
tween them dark squares w&here the dark regions of the bars overlap).

The PCII descnbed earlier can be used as a real-time image " li OR- loi( opration: The image subtractor can
subtractor Referring to Fc. 3 hi. consider the insertion of a also perform logic operation. Consider the case in which both
pair of transparencies Iwih intensity transmittance function, transparencies are either I or 0. According to Eq (231). a com-
TI(x.; I and T(,.x, )I in the beam path in each arn of the inter- plete cancellation vould require that the two transparencies be
ferometer equidistant from beamsplitter BS. B, an analysis sim- identical. An output intensity of I kill appear at port A \&hen
ilar to that in the pre, ous section, it can be shossn that vhen onl one of the transparencies transmits Thus. such an image
the iss phase-ciinluoated beam, recombine at the beamsplhtter, subtractor can act as an XOR gate. When the transparencies are
the image intensit\ at output plane A is gisen b\ encoded \A ith matrices of binar\ data. such an image subtractor

acts as a iso-dimensional arra, of XOR gates.
I , x -. -E p t~~rT ..d ,.t,1- T .s i - . -- Inten.N' is m ersion: A special case of Image subtraction is

intensits inversion. which is obtained b removing one of :he
%,here p is the reflectioin coefticient of the phase conlugator, transparencies such that the transmittance becomes unity in one
lassumrin. equal phase-conugate reflectivit, ) Using Stoke, arm Experimental results are sho\,n in Fig. 6.
equation 'Hq (21)1. this btcon, ., Ampl'tud" imagc suhtraction: The image subtraction methods

described thus far result in subtraction of two intensit\ patterns
l~x.,, E P EpRT I.. TI 1.,.): - (2), due to double passes of light through each transparenc . A nev,

method that provides parallel and real-time amplitude subtraction
where R : r and T 't are the intensitu reflectan,:e and of to images by using holographic interference in photore-
transrnittar.e. respectiel\ . for bcamsplhiter BS. Note that the fractitc media has recently been demonstrated." ' This method
output intensit\ Is propoirtlnal to the square of the dilllecncc uses a double %lach-Zehnder interferometer with a BaTiO PCNI
bet, cen the mienit, transmittance tunctn,, an.1 requires onl\ a single pass of light through the transpar-

e(al-tim, parallel image subtra,_tion usine a P CMl that in- en,. ic,
c()rdraie a sell-pumped fATi . cn stl as the KI- l at 514.5 nm t S/,al d:fit rennn'tnm A PCMI i% ith a pair of identical spatial
ha, been dem nsrarcd 4 An example of the cxerimcntal patt.l;, (ce in each armn can be used ito perform spatial dil-
result, i, gcisen in F, 5 The hori(ntal and verical bars arc terenination Rtermin to he _b i. if one ol the transparencies
the mace at outpu: r., A jsce ,L' l ; of transpartnie, I i, dipaced relat to the other alone an direction x perpen-
and 2 rcpe)t.el-. ."he:n the illuninating beani for io other dculr t, the optida ais b\ an amnkount Eq -2") becomes
arm I - hIo, k "Th ri eht h Lkerb,,_rJ pattern repreenc, th,
LherCnt suhtrajtn )f me tss Image,, due too destrultie IntcT- I N - I. 1 RI, (241

r,,m . E(.EPi Ai- 197 5, 2 ".> 33
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KERR
MEDIUM -E

2  l- V '

(a) (b) iC) E - Al .11-y I IFFRACTED BEAM

Fig. 6. Experimental results for the intensity inversion. (a) Intensity UNDIFFRACTED

distribution of the phase-conjugate beam in the first arm with the
transparency removed [11 T1(x,y) 2 = 11, (b) image of the trans- E4 - C('~ C ~ A. 16,, 0,I
parency in the second arm 112 = T2( X,yI) 2], and (c) the intensity in-
version of (b) I x TI(x,y) - T2(XY) 2 

= I - TAX, Y) 2]* (a)

READOUT

w.here To is the transparenc-s intensit\ transmittanc2. This equa- BA

tion can be interpreted as the discrete version of spatial differ--______
entiation wkith respect to the x coordinate. Note that such an 2 !

operation leads to edgoe enhancement. lisinp a shl-itl different
experimental configuration. K~ong et al."' demonstrated both

fist ndscodorder spatial difterentiation of a tmo-dimen- 3
sional transmission pattern. *3

Temiporal difterenuiation. An architecture that uses a tsso- X.-
dimensional spatial phase modulator in one arm of a PC%1I for 0O\ EAF

the temporal differentiation of' a scene haN been proposed" and .1 '12 .13 MED U P

demonstratedi'42

4.3. Matrix operations 3, '32 '33

In this section. \sse revie\ss the use of four-"saxe mixini- in non- 2,22X

linear media to perform mnatrix-Ivector and matrix-matrix mu]-3
tip]lications. It was pointed out in Sec. 3.3 that tour-" ave mixing,
is an NLO process in \Ahic:h three input \sa\.es mix to yield I (b,

fourth \kas.e. In phase-matched four-ssase mixing. the three input Fig 7. Schematic diagram illustrating the basic idea of optical ma-
%;ave,, consist o.' t\so counterprtlpaeaimne pumnp \xa-x, F; and trix-matrix multiplication using nontinear four-wave mixing.
E- and an arbitrar-N probe Asaxe E,. These three wkaves are cou-
pled through the third-order susceptibilit\ x' of the- mediumn ete.BanIi hsntopoaaeaogteyai n
A fourth \k a, c E is Lenerated that can be w.ritten as' setxl.Ba scoe opoaaeaoetevai n

beamn 2 alonL, the x-axis. The matrices can be either continuous

E, or discrete. In the discrete ease, each beam consists, of a matrix
oif beamlets. as shoxs n in Fig7 7(b)

Thiind,:ae,, hatfou-"a~ nimnLcan e ucdfor he ul- In the nonlinear medium. the tvko miatrix-cam inL b-eams, form

t~pI~d10nof',icak n aditon.it "e ,,ctheparlle naure an interference pattern, and a volume gratng is formed. This

of oii~l x ax', achxx x ecan am patal nfomaton or ratinil contains information about the product ot the matnx
of tita eac eleent ofr, theia tnfrmaio marcsanoare tna

the purpose of imaec processing." loijc operations. WtnuJ- eeet ftetomtie n a e"iIna

merik poeig anmatrix operations I - n w hat foil lolS
\Ase describe some unique concepts that use the t'o iransxcrsc An nA(\.z)B*iz,\)exPnK-r I -C.L 2

dimensions to cam matrix Information for the purpose of matrix
mulItiplicatlio where K is the difference of the \,.axe Nectors of the matrix-

Matrix multiplicatioln bitseen t"(, N -N matrices, can be cam inc beams. The parameter n- is the Kerr coefficient and is,
\Asntten a, proportional to the third-order susceptibilit~ X of' the medium.

Note that the nonlinear response o! the medium performs the
C -AB I2h; function of' parallel multiplication

The volume grating is read out b\ a third beam. \khicb can
\he re simpl\ be a plane xsave. The diffracted beami consiws ot the

inteerated contribution froim eac:h part of the eratine, along the
beam path and can be wkritten

N' 1-mh! tildiriN i0iutiplNi (1i1it I x main I1perations ( x;B;>i. 29

a paratll inuiJtpi-tin an,! a suri,Ali-

lkeltcr~m: I le .1 Fniit- aI hqra\ nilifl ci)ntic kkhere the inteeration Is .ar-ried out dom7 the beamin path Note
ur~l r.J thIC. !,)L mnar' ii n11 1'ILIafIWT i hItam I an1d 2 0'ritaiti thai the intetiratin comletesC the operatioln o? ilatrlx multiph-
the intrin.itin ahliu th oi s rrtri~es Ar. In5 K/, i.x ire cation 1 he nluoriation aba!Li the prdu,1 it these ms o mnatrices
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Fig 8 Schematic diagram illustrating the basic idea of optical matrix-vector multiplication using nonlinear four-wave mixinc.

is noi, impressed on the transserse spatial distribution of the "here a(jI is the jth element of the vector a and MIi.j) is the
diffracted beam. In, -actice. the dimensions of the matrices mai matrix element. Such a scheme for matrix-vector multiplication

* be limited b* cross talk be!seen sarlou, channels due to dit- can also be used for matrix-matnx multiplicat:on b\ decompos-
fraction and or imperfection in the optics. inL a matrix into column vectors and then multiplyIng the matrix

OAimg to the phase-matchino requirement, the readout beam 'Aith each of the column vectors.
must be incident along a direction that satisfies the Brave dif- As a result of the nature of the four-" a\ e mixing process in
fraction condition to achiese high efticienc\ . In anisotropic non- the medium, this .natrix-vector multiplier operates on the field
linear media, the polari/ation stalc,. a, well as the direction of amplitudes and thus can be used to I andie matrices and vectors
propaganon. can be chosen such that the fareest of the nonlinear \kith complex elements. It is a coherent device rather than an
susceptibilities is lull, utilicd incoherent one. This aspect is distinctl different from most of

I-our-v a c mixing can be either degenerate or nondegenerate. the earlier approaches, \shich are all incoherent. khei the de\ice
In the decenerate case,. all of the beams ha\e the same trequent. . is operated in the coherent mode. the phase of each beamlet
In the nondevencratc case,. the frequencies of the beams can be must be maintained uniforml\ oer the transverse dimension of
slightl. different. Trii, ma\ be useful for the purpose of sepa- the beamlet. In addition. such phases mut also be maintained
ratne the diffracted beam itrom the undifiracted portion. fixed in the summation process. If these phases are not uniform

Another scheme. sho,sn in Fic. . is suitable for matrix- oiser the beamlets, the final step becomes an incoherent sum-
vector multiplication Here. as an example. consider a discrete mation as a result of the spatial aseracgin. Under such circum-
case in \hich \Ae need to -am out the multiplication of an N- stances, this matrix-vector multiplier operates on the intensities
element scctor and an N - N matrix. The sector is fanned out and thus handles onl, positive numbers.
into N ross of Identical ,ector,. These N x N beamlets are \ke nov, describe a fes, specific example, of optical matrix-
directed to a nonlinear medium. The matrix. sshich also contains vector multiplication and optical matrix-matnx multiplication
N x N eamlets. is also directed to the medium in such a \ay, usinL- various architectures based on four-waxe mixing and phase
that ea,h beam of the matrix is counterpropaatng relatise to contugation Other approaches to optica , matrix processors are
the corrcspondine beam of the ector Thus. in the medium there discussed in seseral revie, article,,
are N - N spatlall, se-,aratcd region,, pumped b\ a pair ot coun-
terpr,,pjagatini bearm, No",. N , N probe beams are directed 4.3.1. Optical matrix-vector multiplication using
into the medium in such a "sa\ that each probe beam can prop-
agate throuoh an nter,,. tLi n regior. The probe beams \Aill be

"lanc Aaa ',"' hca-jCt, propaiatig in parallel As a result ol In the first experimental demonstration o optical mari x-' ector
the loursaxe mic. eaih pr,,hc beai gencrates a phase-con- multiplication using f ou!-v, ascx phA,,coni',n dtI] in
tu ated bhearm that. ,i thin a prprtionalit% fact ,r. can be %krttten a photoretractis e Ba ho . cr%.,tal s ised (o pcrtorni pi ,el-b. -
k , i,t'ai B usin . a ".h Iindr,. l Ion,. .se obtain a summation pi xel multiplication The sunmation required to obtain matrix-
oser I jhit.. ssc ha' s xectoi produa., \sa, performcd ubs.equentI b\ a c\lindrcal

lens ex.ternal to the or, stat

b.. , I~ I . sLheatic diacram ot the expcrimcntal 0ontriLra1ti,,, and

the result i, shosAn In Ig 9 Mask M;i iliprint, the niatri\

OrTI,L, EN ".EEI- '-. . 19c_ "I 2E % 4 335
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1 0 1into the two counterpropagating pumping beams, A collimated
I o n I uniform beamn is used as the probe. The phase -con u gate output

M 10 (31) at the focal plane of the summing cylindrical lens is show~n in
0 1 0 0the lower right. The intenisity of the output spatial pattern is

Ll 1 1 'Jproportional to the product vector v.' given bN

[ 1 0 1 1 1
and mask N1- imprints the vector (repeated on the mask instead [

I 1 0 I[iiu2, With a slieht rmodification of the experimental geoinr. it

has been successfull\ demonstrated'71 that both the pixel-k -pixel
product and the summation can be done inside the nonlinear
medium to achieve the desired matrix-vector product wkithout
use of an external cylindrical lens.

The experimental eeometr\ is illustrated schematic:all,, in
Fig. 10. The readout vector, wkhich consists ofa \sertical column
of beainlets of equal intensit\ .enters the cr\ stal at an oblique

anelcI such that each beamlet traverses all of the counter-propa-
gating pumping, beamlets in the same horizontal plane inside the
crystal. Since the proper element,, of the matrix and vector arc
encoded in the n~ko counterpropagathIg beams s aj the appropriate
miasks, the phase -conj ug ate output ot eac:h heamlet consists of

s~as o~sthe um o theprouct resutin fromt each indis idual encounter.
- An experimental result for multiplication of a 4 4 binar\

e~z. -~ -matrix and a 4 x~ I binar\ sector is, shoss n in Fic 11. The miaL-
-nitied imaces of the masks used to encode the mnatrix, vector.

- -and probe are shown in Fic' . I ](a) through I fc.rcspectisel\
________The image representing the tinal matrix-sector product is shown-- L in F i,-. I1Id( .

4.3.2. .Iatrix-rnatri- multiplication by means of color
multiplexing

1: has been experimentally demons-.rated that matrix-sector rnul-
iplication using photorefractive tour-ssasc e ixine_ can be ex-,. tended to mnatrix-mnatrix multiplication b, color multiplexkine -

The basic idea is, to decompose the problem into matrix-wetor
multiplic:ations, and carr\ out all oi these niultiplications simul-
tancousl\ i a-eh\ui-cormltiplexinL This idea of

Fig 9Experimental configuration and the result of optical matrix- encodinie the compnn etr kt itrriclr , lu,
vector multiplication using photorefractive four-wave mixing. trated in Fig. 12 for the case of 4 ', 4 mvitrices. Each ross vector

ri--TE105APACTI-

2 2~

r4X SREADOUT I'=C'Z

Fig 10 Modified configuration for optical matrix-vector multipticariton using photorefractive four-wave mixing In this approach, both
the multiplica-ion arid summation are carried out inside the nonlinear crystal
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(a) (b) Ic) (d)

NP,' MATRIX INPUT VECTOR READ OUT OUTPUT
(EXPANDED INTO (PROW ~ VECTOR
MATRIX FORM VECTOR

C C
CO' 0 0

0 C,011 2

Fig. 11. Experimental results of optical matrix-vector multiplication using the approach illustrated in Fig. 10.

-OThC. EA

Fig, 12. Schematic di,.gram illustrating the basic idea of optical ma-
triX-matrix multiplication using color multiplexing. Fig. 13. Schematic diagram illustrating the basic idea of four-wave

mixing in a nonlinear medium located at the common 'ourier plane
of the input spatial pattern.

of the mrnv-7\ NI! ix Illuminated h% one color. and all of the color
comp inentx are then combined h-, the prirni :aneular miultiplex-
Inc 1 inito -i -inge roxA prior to further hxa~0 \ anamnorphic For sinplicits conmidir the siniplexr ca',e 01 ("o m-atnees A
OptIc' (nltl shos n) ito match the ma-.k reprceentinL the Second and B with dimensionS 2 _i2 and the pro~duct 4' AB- civen

matrix After proper elemcnt-bx -elemecnt rnultiplic-ation and beltets
summinatitn I sutni ilfl opticS onmted into the c:olun,. the rc-

suiting, multicolor output i' demnultiple xed into ditferent color K .
copincnt, that to,_ethe r represent the linal product. a,-<I34

4.. arx-mnatrx mnultiplication using spatial
conlvolution [bB
In aiddition to the abox e s,:cme, another method for miatri\x- B h

m~tc.i \ multiplicationl that usc' ,patial convolution bh ' means of
four-wkaxe mixit'e ha' been uceu!xdemnon,,trated 1 heic
kex ditterencte betx~en this, approach anid those descr..ed aboxe AB
I,, that the nonlinear crxstal vs located at the common F-ourier I 3(I
plane. rather than at the: comm non imiag-e pl ane. of the input miatrix\
ma',K' The encoding schemie is alst ditterent from those used t"
ir th- earlier approachex Matri-matrix multiplication in full
paradleliSxm is aChieJ hb spaice-nmiplexinLe h\ mre-n. ol spa-
tial consolutitin usino 6 .cee.nerare fours \,as e mixine ITransparenc\ L'I c ttxs'of tour Sma1ll janer-tirex. ech with a,

White and Yajri ha's e demonstrated that (spatial)I cot,%I)- intensits transmnittanc.e propotlional to eac:h mnatrix element a,
lution am! o r-Telatior, ()I tss wI tsodimiensional) p~ternx can be I see: Fig, I LI N ~ simnilar tr.Insparenc\ U)2 citne spondlino ito

aj hies c in real Itie hb\ tttit-\ as e no stini in thc commnon Fou- the tran vt( of', B (I e .. mit's, and column.. interchaneed, i

ncr plaine 4 the Input Tnatiem, and recording the phat_,e-coniueated shossn in 1-ic 141 hI Note that the \cri:al separatioi, in 1)t is
tuwtw it the: Corl C'ptnuine tbect platrc A tr pi. l e x prime ntal I.insidc)rabls lare:er thai (that in L 2. '. hi: c the horiotntal eleme.nt

k n) i, sh 'n 'chemxtati k aiin FeI_ l" I1t 1.i anmk scpnaritn ii n re ident cal in 1.1 an 2 1t 2 The tsot-dimnsional

oetu ilujlating a pool~ ,our~c (felt,! lunctitnI. a Tatient: Spatial ci)nsolutionr i0t l and L'1) is10r IhT)s n 1n-ig2 14(11. It
rer ")ttC ecnho r' !'tI and 1'2 It'l '1i2 1 t1,-r\ d cofl'Ist of a totall of t, Sri spt' ssnh the in1tenx, ot ec3h pT'-

in tti uti. Ka, Tnic d it o I I ad i t(, reresent ,Ak poitionil To the cross, pro~duct: Ot all oftheL elemnt'i, in A and B
mie r !0pi It. rLuprcxer'ed H ( I ' I *I, n, The tt)ur dtuhjtxI sine atonc_ Inc i ai, In Hec 1-4i, I rc dra\An

ht pa nI .,, slel ttet iT'I i t heL a i' to xpt'c Ihe i nd i % duLalIt com1ponent

U? -. &. : ~'7 i?- 337
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C = AB
C11 =allbll* 121

C12 = ajjb,2 *a 12 b22

C21  = 82 1bl1  ' 22b2 i
A all a. 2  8 bl1  b1 2  C2=a 2 lb 12  822

"2 1 a22  (b 2 l b22

C CI

b
1 b2

CC I

______________ _____________ .C 2 1 ?2b 2'2t

U1 U2 1 U2

Fig, 14. Schematic diagram illustrating optical matrix-matrix multiplication by convolution for 2 x 2 matrices. (a) Matrix A and mask Ul to
encode A, (b) matrix B and mask U2 to encode B T. and (c) spatial pattern resulting from convolution of U1 and U2

C 2 2

C2 1
ST B 0 EP Ea2XCP

'1 C 2 NEPS: N-,

Fig 15 Experimental results for optical matrix-matrix multiplication by convolution by means of four-wave mixing in the spatial frequency
domain (ai an,; (b) are the matrix masks used for encoding the matrices A and 8 7, (c) shows the result of their spatial convolution, and (di is
an overexposed version of ((. to reveal the cross terms that do not contribute to the matrix product

In pri i l .. C A n nt NpatialI\ o'.L a p on the % - AnOthfr s.ChemC tor Optilcal mitri \ C clT (arid nt1atri \ -mati\l
aJ\i' The !-u 'f ~ ~'rill tor Il ht)'ro muitiplications that use,, a phjaxe c011jUL'zor (okth a finite storace
(r. t) \i to~C ~ pC C _ ano- Fe.- , tim c) n con-junc:tion ss ith a spatia ii iht nmidulaitor SLM p to
Ii'.~l 'Ile Cl. rCC-, n k 1- h i do not UC intrihUle to niadr\ - eliminate tnc pixeI-hb -pi\el ali-nment requirenment at the cost
f Il------- C, - ii K dl u i- C..inc thes are ot sonne iediic on in paral', jin ,N-' inxtc'id of N-) has been

'-C'.--~ 7 -, , .- -~1 -S 'f~p ~ 7' Piise ah-r~i-r iJ~ du Co iipe.rlection in the optics,
t F w nai ,n1. a: I. nm and ial to o. r" scli-.or-rected h\ the phasc-eoniu cation prkce". The optical S

tr,: Cfri d,, 7-1 h h'!rcbra'C.-J r 2' ten insolved is, rclati~el\ simple co'.- cd As ith the other ap-
nA'- - i 1 iA- t ile TUAj'k ak to h n ode prklac e Ficure 16 v, a schematic- diag rain illustrating the baxi,

A It 1H ant' 1it N K 1 ro:xul rere- concpt An SLM1 is used to imipress the c n and vector
I, itk" ir, 1i,- Ar- o ercj c ' osd nlormaini ' in sequenoc on an input laser beam This beami is
C . - F- I" ' ? I , I ~ -i I~ ni directed tossard a seif-puined PCM . ss hich has a finite timec

r.,'- '." '1 1 m [injl, re-~pk nse (C L,. Ba~if) A es lindrical lens, is used in the phase--
ICi~L tU ' ite Output b-,eam path to pert.inii the .u mmiation

4. 4Opo, mtri -o ~r " u tip, iii e riuomL a pciia/The pririple of o peration i a,, filloss, The SLN! hrst ini-

4. 4()pmIC arT phj iCria/pind~alor 0 i'h,,pti'p-. nialil? inlo rmain n i the input Ilaser be-am This'
in.'!jaI'- a 'iu . i ,,ji~'utr e.~iiC i, then ii wdent mIt a xc?! -panipedCo. P(%1 \IA shic:h store,, the

- -. .~>:"-- .h , ijt : in 'FaflolII atter a tinite oraitin2 triratioin time \khcn
. . Ill ,, tCirin,.tior, p renio ed tIrm the I 5 and all of the

-e . , . . \- pl sc - ir" taried ini- mi i ij'11111l' trow'Pflis'i IB..n Ltu he phatsi

-01 -- ~! on' the

* . . - . .. . , . ' 1 - o di7X I C- sC - p n d s in th
1 . ~o . r I v s t--1' th t: .ll lC t e \ z~

V~~~~~~~~~~ H.. . C '' -I. . X-,K~i1C
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,ASER BEA'V vector do'es not pass through the crossbar mask. The energP loss

~. / increases as the dimension of the ar-aN increases and is referred

- .--is- sitch, the loss due to fan-out can be as high as 99.9%. This

-. is not acceptable in high speed computing because signals are
passing through the SLM at gigabit rates and the energy loss

EA', CYINDRCALcan be enormous. In addition to the inherent fan-out energy, loss.
As TEI-SLEN all SLMs have finite insertion loss due to imperfect transmissions

such as those that occur from absorption and scattering. Includ-
ing such insertion losses. the energy efficiency lks; a crossbar
s Aitch would hecome L N. skhere t Is the transmittance it < Ii

Fig 16. Schematic diagram illustrating the concept of optical ma- of each of the windos~s.
trix-vector multiplication using a photorei,aztive phase co-jugator Recenly, a scheme has been developed "' to form a do-in ccnlu-_nctic, with an SLMVI namic hobogram inside a photorefractise crsstal such that the

hologram "~ill be capable of performing reconfigurable optical
dimension of the sector. A cslmndrical lens in the output port inteconnection. Such a scheme utilizes nonreciprocal energs
pertoris the summation. The dark storauec time duri x"hich transfer in t~xo-wAaxe mixing, to achiexe an extremels high ener"gr
the matrix infor-mation can he retrievd is deter-mined hr the eftlicienes
photoretractix.e matc.rial and the pumping, configuration. It rang~es Referring, to Fig. 17. A~e describe this ness, method of recon-
from seconds to mic~roseconds. In this architecture, the same fipurable optical interconnection. Ficure l7iai d&scrihes a one-
Input beaim is used toir aliematex AsritmLne and readi the hoh'- dimensional case to explain the concept A small traction of the
gram. incideri beam is split off using beamispltter BS Ine reflected

This ss stemi can al'.o perform matrix-matri\ multiplication hr, hea) (probe heatrnt is then expanded h\ usine a cslindrical lens
time muiLipleXine_ Ini this caLse. eacn column \ector V, (iI before enterini- the SLM1. In this example. the input beam Is to
to N, constitutinLg the cond matrix M1- is sequential]% imprcessed be connected to dLetectors b and d as prescribed h-x the SLN1.
onto the be~am 1" \,ktpx sith the tirst mnatrix NI1 accordinL to The transmitted probe heani is then recombined xs ith the main
the matrix-sector inultiplication schemne described above lo beam inside a photoretractive ers stal . As a result of nonrecip-
axoid deeLradation wt thIei ittorriiati'n oif NI; stored in the photore- rocal energy\ coupling. almost all of the energr in the main beam
fra5 tix c holoe2ranri duritie, the: reado-ut, it is ncsr to retresh is transfterred to the probe beam, Ashich carres the interconnec-
the holographic nini.rx x kith M. to restore. Its diftraction et- tion pattern The result is, an oiptic al Interconnection \k.ith a Ners
hc:iencx% This call b- dne-, h\ reimpressine NI, onto the beami hig-h enerex, efficienex
alter ec&h read' 'at Consequenti x - a total of 2N clock Ficure 1 71b) shovN the reconfi, curable interconntection for
sce' -c, cinsisti_ n: \ Nc Icl,' 0I %s rte and N cxI, (esio rea.d. laser arras s and detector arrar . In this exatrni -4 - 4 inter-
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0 .T03- for the generation of holograms and phase-conjugate waves using
B.T.0 ' -relatively low optical intensities. In addition, two-wave mixing

0-- in these media exhibits nonreciprocal energy transfer. As a result
- of the strong energy coupling, several unique photorefractive

__________phenomena occur in these media. These include self-pumped
phase conjugation, nonreciprocal energy transfer without phase
cross talk, phase-conjugate interferomet-v. etc. These unique

C phenomena play an important role in many of the applications
- 2' -in optical computing including matrix-vector multiplication, par-

allel subtraction. reconfigurable interconnections, etc. Some of
- these applications were presented and discussed.
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A 1 S TRA ACT

We propose and demionstrate the use of Fourier transform to

achie\C e maximium energy efficiency in a photorefiac:tive

optical interconnection. The results of ex perinimental

invosti gations on reconfigurabic optical interconnections

using photorefractive holograms in a barium titanate crystall

are presented and discussed. High energy efficicnc% is

achicecd by miatched amiplific'!tion at the Fourier plane.
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1. Introduction

Optical interconnection between VLSI circuits.

computing chip, or board, play s an important role in optical

computing [1,2]. Such a scheme of computing provides the

potential of achieving extremely high speed becau ,e it

utilizes the fast switching of electronics and the wide

bandwidth of optics for conmunication [3]. A generalized

optical crossbar switch can provide a reconfigurable

arbitrary interconnection [4,5] between an array of N laer,

and an array of N detectors. Such a crossbar can be

implemented using parallel matrix-vector multiplication



which provides N 2 parallelism [5-8].

It is known that the N 2 parallelism is accompanied with

an intrinsic fan-out energy loss (4,91. The fan-out leads to an

energy efficiency of 1/N. We recently proposed and

demonstrated a novel concept of reconfigurable optical

interconnection [9-111 which can provide high energy

efficiency,. Using2 the beam coupling in photorefracti\e

crvstals [12,151, such a scheme of interconnection is capable

of minimizinme the fan-out energy loss and thus achieve,

extremely high ene rg\ efficiency. Although the basic concept

has been validated and some of the preliminary results ha\,c

been reported [9111. the issue of energy efficiency remains, a

subject of experimental investig ation. This paper reports the

results of an extensi\e investigation on the energy efficienC\

of reconfi gurabI ( optical interconnection usine

ph otorefractive holog rams.

In what follows, we will briefly review the basic

principle of operation of the photorefractive interconnection.

We v,il point out the use of Fourier transform to achieve

maximum beam overlap in the photorefractive medium. We

then discuss\ the result, of our experimental investigations.



2. Principle of Operation

Figure 1 shows the basic idea of reconfigurable

interconnection using photorefractive holograms. A beam

splitter is used to split off a small portion of the beam which

consists of beamlets each carrying information from one of

the sources. This small portion of the beam will be called the

signal beam. The beam splitter allows the majority of the

energy to p,,ss through. This major portion of the beam I

called the pump beam. The signal beam is fanned b% the

cylindrical lens and then passes through the spatial 1Lght

modulator(S.., ) which contains the interconnectio, pattern.

After passing through the SLM. the sienal beam i iniprinted

spatially with tile interconnection pattern. The pump beam

does not pas, through the spatial Iieht modulator and ihu,

suffers no energ loss d ue to the fan -out and all the other

loss mechani Nns associated with the SLNI.

The si gnal beam which contains the interconnection

information is then recombined with the pump beam in a

photorefractive crystal. Under the appropriate conditions, the

sinaIl beam can be amplified at the expense of the pump

beam. Most of the energy of the pump beam will be

transferred to the siLnal beam provided the length of



interaction is large enough [14,151. It is known that

photorefractive two-wave mixing exhibits energy' transfer

without phase crosstalk [16]. Thus the amplified signal beam

will also bear the interconnection pattern. The net result is

an optical interconnection with high energy efficiency.

Although photorefractive two-wave mixing is involved,

such a scheme can also be considered as a real-time

holographic interconnection with a very high diffraction

efficiency. The combination of the beam splitter and the SLNI

in conjunction with the pump beam is used to record a

hologram inside the photorefractive crystal. Such a hologram

contains the interconnection as prescribed by the SLNI. Once

the hologramn is formed, the pump beam can be diffracted off

the hologrr,m and he redirected into the array of detecor,.

The advantage here is that the recording and the rcadout

cr- U. .. 1 11U 11C i Ti , offer s the possibility of

reconfigturabe interconnection b\ ontrolling the SLNI.

To achieve maximum energy efficiency, it is import:,t

that he si enal beam and the pump beam overlap completely.

Specifically, beamlet I of the pump bean in Fig. 1 mut

overlap completely with column I of the signal beam. And

,nilar ,. beam lets 2, 3, and 4 musat also overlap complctc,

4 !



w ith their corresponding columns in the signal beam. It is

important to note that although the beamlets in the signal

beam and the pump beam are intrinsically different because

of the interconnection pattern, the individual pixels can have

identical shape (e.g., square). Complete overlap is possible in

the Fourier domain, provided all the pixels are identical. Let

s(x,,,) be the aperture of an individual pixel, and Q5( u.v ) be

the Fourier transform. Fourier transformation of a beamlet of'

the pump beami and the corresponding column of beamilets ol

thec signdal beam can be performed by a lens (see Fi-.2). ih c

resulting a mplitude distributions at the rear focai plane are

gi\en '

Pumvp: llu. U, (, u.~-------------------------(1

Sicwnal: S( U.\ (5 z. ~ u.\ ) exp II oil (u'v) I -(2)

re, pcctiveI\ . here u,\ are coordinates in the Fourier Plane.

the11 ' L11mati0n In C~uation (2) is over all th,. idu\' open

in the colunn and 0 ( u . v) is: a phase which (lepend, 'n the

po'1W t fl of thc vklld j



We note that the Fourier transform of a column of the

signal beam consists of a linear superposition of identical

patterns each with a different phase factor. Such phase

factors exp(i 10 ) are due to the relative positions of the

windowks in each column. Although these phase factors ma\

lead to interference structures, all the energies are confined

under the same envelop ( u ,v. As a result of the shi11

in\ rince ir Fouricr transformation. each of tue sign

beamlct\ o\crlap complctcly \\ ith the pump beam at the

Fourier plane. Thu, maximum energ\,y coupling i,< a,.hie C.

-_. T1 trincn -l %nv c,Iiit i1nN

1hc energy efticienc of photorefrac ive

iitCrcoylnec.ion depend, on several parameters. In addition

to the beam o\crlap mentioned earlier, it depend, on ervstal

orientatlioc, coupling L. ii. lenvfi of i ntera:t ion . hL e iT

in ennit, rai, inr ti on ,, 1 a S "IN I al-.l nd. oher lc,,



mechanisms such as Fresnel reflection, beam fanning [191

and scattering, etc. We have carried out a series of

experiments to investigate the energy efficiency of

photorefractive interconnection. These experiments are

designed to study the dependence on those physical

parameters mentioned above.

Referrine to Fig. 3, e consider the efficienc\ of

energy transfer in photorefractive two-beam couplin. ..\n

input beam of power Pi is split by a beam sFritter 3S into a

pump beam with power PP and a signal beam with power P,

P, = III- PP . These tw o beams are recombined IiU a

photorcfractive Bal1iO crvstal. The crystal is oriented such

that the signal beam is amplified. Let Po be the power of the

amplified signal beam. The energy efficienc\ 1 0 f

photorefractive twko-beam coupling, is defined as ri P, / P,

A theoretical expression of such an energy efficienC\ \Ia,



derived earlier in reference 9. In our experiment, we

examine the dependence of T1 on the pump-to-signal intensity

ratio m, defined as m = Pp / Ps Such a parameter can be

changed by using a ,ariabl,, beam splitter.

Usin, argon ion laser as the source, and a . x / x -

mII I BaTiO; crvsta! as the photorefractive medium, we have

measured the energy efficiency (1 ) as a function of th,

intensity ratio m . The maximum efficiency is approximatcl\

10 w when the beam intensit\ ratio is m = 20. In addition to

these measurements, we also repeat the experiment b\

inserting a neutral density filter (NDF) in the optical path of

the sig nal beam. This neutral density filter is used to

simulate the fanout cnerv loss. The idea here is to show that

the amplified signal beam power does not decrease

significantly as the input signal beam is attenuated. The

e \ perimental results are shown in Fig.4. We notice that an

energy efficiencv of 1.5%'- is obtained whcn the sim'Iulated



fanout loss is 99.9%/-. This is an improvement in energy

efficiency by more than a factor of 15. As discussed earlier

in reference 9, the optimum beam splitting ratio m (i.e. the

pump-to-signal intensity ratio measured immediately after

the beam splitter, and before the signal beam is attenuated

by the NDF) depends, in general. on the photorefracii\e

coupling constant yL, and the fanout loss of the signal beam.

In this pzrticular experiment, the crystal is oriented such

that both beans enter the crystal symmetrically at an angle

of incidence of 20' as shown in the inset in Figure 4. This

confiouration is. however, not optimized for naximum

energy efficiencyv because it only provides a coupling

constant yL of approximately 4.5.

The coupling con staTnt 7L depend, on the crystal

orientation relative to the beams. In another experiment,

the same crystal is oriented such that the signal beam enter

th-- crvstal a, a,, angle of approximately 67 whicli is near

9



Brewster's angle. This incidence configuration minimizes the

Fresnel reflection loss. The pump beam enters the crystal at

an angle of incidence of 320 such that the grating induced in

the photorefractive crystal provides a coupling constant yL of

approximately 9.2. Again, an argon ion laser is used as the

light source. The beam splitter has a reflectance of 95i

which provides a beam splitting ratio of m = 1.. 1-ndcr these

conditions, tile energy efficiency is improved signiiicantly.

Figure 5 shows the experimental results along with a

theoretical fit (the solid line) using equation (3) in reference

9. The energy efficiency is plotted as a function of H iN

which is the transmittance of the neutral density filter. We

recall that (l/N) represents the maximum energv efficicnc'.

achievable by a conventional N crossbar as a result of

fanout loss. The orientation of the crystal relative to the

incoming beam is shown in the inset of Figure 5. We notice

that an improvement by a factor of 100 is achieved in energy

efficiency when (1/N) is of the order of I x 1(-. Further

1 (;



improvement in energy efficiency can be achieved by coating

the crystal surfaces with anti-reflection dielectric films and

by using crystals with higher coupling constants.

In the experiments discussed above, both signal and

pump beams are Gaussian beams with no spatial intensit\

pattern. In the interconnection applications, these beams are

spatially modulated. As we mentioned earlier, the energy

efficiency of the photorefractive interconnection as depicted

in Fig. I depends on the spatial overlap of the beams. We

nowv discuss our exper;mental investigations on the

utilization of Fourier transfcrm to achievc maximum beam

overlap and thus to achieve maximum energy efficienc\.

The experimental configuration is illustrated in Fig.6.

The output from an argon laser (514.5nm) is spatial-filtered

and expanded to form a collimated beam with 2cm diameter.

A variable beam splitter consisting of a half-wave plate and

11



a jYlar!Ling beam splitter cube is used to split the incoming

bcam into two, a pump beam and a signal beam. Another

half-wave plate is used to rotate the polarization of the

reflected (signal) beam by 900 from the direction

perpendicular to the plane of the paper to the in plane

direction. A polarizer placed downstream further filters out

the residual perpendicular component. A 10xlO binary

matrix mask is used to encode a spatial pattern onto the

signal beam. The objective here is to efficientl\ transfer

energy, via photorefractive two-wave mixing, from the pump

beam to the signal beam which is encoded with the I

interconnection pattern. Any one or more (up to 100) of the

IOx10 channels can be selected by using an appropriate

mask.

To maximize the spatial overlap of the pump and the

signal ho:ms inside the crystal via the properties of Fourier

transform [see equations (1j and (2)] described in Section 2.

12



a pump mask with a single aperture identical to the unit cell

of the signal mask is used. The two masks are placed at the

front focal planes of two Fouricf transform lenses FL 1 and

FL 2, (of identical focal length f = 25cm) respectively. Here we

use two lenses of identical focal length because optimum

beam coupling occurs at an angle of 40' between the beams

which are bevound the numerical aperture of a single len,.

The crystal is located at the common Fourier plane of the t, o

masks (see Fig.6). The shift-invariant property of Fourier

transformation ensures that, apart from a phase factor, the

diffraction pattern from each signal channel overlap with

that from the pump inside the crystal. i he intensity pattern-

of the pump and the signal at the image plane and the

Fourier plane are shown in Fig.7. Note that the two intensit\

distributions at the Fourier plane differ significantly in fine

structures due to multiple beam interference among the

various signal channels. A magnified version that reveals

these fine structures can be found in Reference 120.

13



The key questions we address in this section are the

following: (1) How efficiently can we transfer energy from a

single channel to multiple channels ? (2) How does the

energy efficiency depend on the number of signal channels ?

and (3) How is the energy distributed among the synal

c hannels 2

To investloate how the energy efficienc\ depend>, on

the number of signal channeis. we used a variable

rectangular aperture in front of the signal mask to var\ the

numbcr cf channels from 100 to 1. In each case, we alsko

adj u, d the lioer power and the \ariable beam splitter o

that both the pump power and the total signal input powvCr

are fixcd at 60() pW and 6.\V, respectively, regardless of the

number of signal channels. Figure 8 is a plot of energev

efficiencv vs. number of signal channels. The ener \

efficiency turns out to be faL insensitixe to the number of

siLInal channel,. These data were taken with the , comet r\

14



shown in the inset of Figure 4. As mentioned before, this

particular geometry is far from optimum, and one can expect

an energy efficiency of 30 to 40%-1 or higher once optimized.

WVith all tile lIxlO signal channels on, the intensit\

pmt er at the, output ( magec plane is shown in Fi cure 9. Tlie

orcloutput pattern w it h the phiotorefracti\ e c rN s ta

remoxed i1, shovmn in Fi -.9 (a). When the crystal Is in place.

the output pattern is slightly- degraded as shown in Fie:.9 (b).

The degradation is due mainl\ to beam-fanning [171. Thisca

c an be: verified b\ obser\ In gthle Output pattri, u ,inu- a

signal neam .k~hich is ordmii v poiarizeuI I -polari zcd

much lowecr in power. The results are shown in Li£*)(C) and

di In how i ca ,c, the or-: _ n0 9in tens it\ tmittern i,, restored a,

the beam falniTno effect diminished. In Fi~ C) (c). si enificant

red uction of beam fanningc is a consequence of thec much

smaller electrec-optic coefficient,, associate withI the Ii

o--lurited beam. In FLY:1 (d), It I" at con"euenec of nr



time required for the fanning grating to build up wkhen the

beam intensity is weaker. The bottom picture in ig.9 e

shows the amplified signal output when the pump beam i,

turned on, The presence of the pump beam not onl\

incrcaNcs the output energv but also si gnificantl\ red u,_,'- the'

,i nal deuradation. To monito)r t I .- chere, xItr ,,i1 ,:.

quant tativel,, a linear detctlor arral\ is p La.cd a I or :

ros of the sigal cha:ineI, at the imae plane ke

o I L the energ,\ ditributin 8I,,IL 1h

oI,(:Il o ra II s representi I I I g.ITI

1 1 channel , arc Li\en in 1i: 1  1 ( or the follo%\in three I i r

(a : w t I the cr\ tal rcmo%\ J: b, , ith the cr\ i tl in pL, e

and the pump beam otf: (ci with the.- cry ,tItl in plac an the

pump beam on. In all cae, the Gau',,ian top-hat proaI o I

oriinated from tht: expanded laer beam i, more or I,,

preserved, and the energy distribution I, sufficicnult

uniform. Note that the vertical scale of the oIcilic Iam in

Fig.l()Ob is l0mV/di\ision versus the I )mV/d i \iion ,alC

in -ig.(Ic. The signal gain, in this ca,,c is approinm l- 2)).



t'',nL n eperimenittil confi Curation Similtar to the, one!

s h ow.n I n F I -,.6. wkith all the Fourier t ran stfornm I ln ses

replac:ed h\ astigmatic: optics, (v~hich Imnage along the -I'

'111 Fork 1 t iior along the1 a IT! inteinput armT-, and

I, \er In the outputI arm> ). ke also demon trati d .It(~

I I Tl'eJ 1 ru\'),hA-\ it1. An appropriaite Pump 111,14

"1 \i 1uA! ni)m' It r 't V \ ci Ic n tcr 0, 1, " ectm n 0 1 P,1 I II! sre

11 1f tJ kit Im hid r t I Fit~ t 1 e 1 U Cor 'Iw - t

r' i ~ ItlV TIC!l IA V Cfl eac - 1 p U J I I I I

~~~~ \k 1h C ki' Uit~ L~kl11), 11

iiuI&r~ f\ It imn n Ic1 )t neehr InI L 1nn3 11km

L oh 0,, nr t b mutualb incpIac herent Iae '~nrc t c



4. Summary

In summar\, we have proposed and dem-tonstrated the

use ot' Fourier transform t o achieve m a x Imum energ\

e ftl i cn cy in a photorefractive optical interconniectionl. )Ae

h1j c s IIo \ i t ha t thI -e encr,-, eftlcienc\ o f ph o t or,,trai\ e

d\ namic holkwram>, can be of' the order of 30'( to 40Y .I

atddition, we have,, also verified that the encrev, ecIcenc\

I n~enitiv to the number of' sig-nal channels, and that thc

nrC\I di trliution amnnu the sienal channels 1,sffcenl

I r Ill. linallv we hc de-scribed 'a 6\6 crossbar-\x\ itch

f~n~til approac-h.

AllI the e x pe rim cn t, des\,c ribed In th1i I paper \ c rc

car-ried out w ith photographic masks replacinL, the SL-N1 '. To

demoIl )n ItratIe thec r c o n f Iou r abIlIIt N and( t o t u d t he

rec)nfiurt ontimei, one ca no longer avoid theC ue of' SI. NI,

\~hch.in eneai.have relatil\k poor conItrast ratio of)I the



order of 10 to 30) relative to tile photographic masks. We

are currently investigating the .:ffect of limited contrast ratio

of SLMs on the operation and the reconfiguratinn time. The

results will be the subject of future publications.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l A schematic diagram illustrating the basic idea of a

reconfigurable optical interconnection using a

photorefractive crystal in conjunction with a spatial light

modulator.

Fig.2 A schematic diagram illustrating the basic idea of using

Fourier transform to achieve the spatial overlap of the pump

beam and the signal beam.

Fig.3 An experimental configuration for measuring the energy

efficiency in photorefractive two-beam coupling.

Fig.4 The energy efficiency (TI ) of two-beam coupling in a

photorefractive barium titanate crystal as a function of

pump-to-signal power ratio (m). The symbols "" "O". "0'.

and "A", represent the cases without any neutral densit\

filter, with neutral density filters NDFI, NDF2. and NI)F3,

respectively, in the signal input arm. The percentage

:ransmittance of the three neutral density filters are 12.2c,.i,

0.741;. and 0.12%, respectively. The orientation of the

crystal relative to the beam is given in the inset.

Fig.5 Energy' efficiency (TI) of photorefractive two-beam coupling

in a barium titanate sample as a function of the

transmittance of a neutral density filter placed in the signal

input arm. The transmittance is labeled I/N to relate it to

thc fanout loss of a NxN permutation crossbar network. The



orientation of the crystal relative to the beam is given in the

inset.

Fig.6 An experimental configuration for a 1-to-NxN (for N=10)

broadcasting network using photorefractive holograms at

the Fourier domain.

Fig. 7 The intensity patterns of the masks for the probe and the

pump beams at the image plane and the Fourier plane.

Fig. 8 Energy efficiency (r) ) as a function of number of signal

channcls (N) in a 1-to-NxN broadcasting configuration uin.

photorefractive holograms in a barium titanate sample.

Fit.; A l0x O intensity pattern at the output image plane under

various conditions: (a) with the crystal removed, (b) %with

the crystal in place and pump beam off, total power

400 pW, e-polarization, (c) same as in (b) but with

o-polarization, (d) same as in (b) but with total powcr

=3j\IX, (e) amplified output signal, total signal input = V

pump input = 6001iW

Fi u.10 The intensity distribution of a selected row of 10 out of the

I Oxx10 channels shown in Fi g.9. (aI with the cr\vtil

removed. (b) with the crystal in place and pump beam off

total input power =10piW, (c) with the crystal in place and

pump beam on , input pump power = 400piW. The vertical

scale (per division) in the pictures are 50mV, I 0mV, and

100mV. respectiveI.

I



Fig. I The intensity patterns of the masks for the probe and the

pump beams at the image plane and the crystal plane for a

6x6 generalized crossbar network.
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On Image Amplification by Two Wave Mixing
in Photorefractive Crystals

John H. Hong, Arthur E. Chiou. and Pochi Yeh
Rockwell Science Center

1049 Camino dos Rios, A25A
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

Abstract

Coherent amplification of images by two wave mixing in photorefractive crvstals is.

examined with attention given to processing in the Fourier domain. It is shown that the

gain that is experienced as the probe image traverses the crystal is uniforn across the

innace. The gain can be expressed as a well known function of the average probe to pump

inte.nsity ratio. Experimental verification is given to support the theory.



The phenomenon of energy transfer in two wave mixing in nonlinear optical media

has been used effectively for the coherent amplification of images [1.2]. In diffusion

driven photorefractive crystals, for example, it is known that the inherent 90 phase shift

between the induced refractive index grating and the holographic intensity grating is

responsible for the energy coupling. Shown in Fig. 1 is a typical image amplification

experiment in which, with the correct geometry, the signal image wave becomes amplified

at e -xpen.,e of the pump wave intensity. The model that is currently being usecn to

describe coherent image amplification is a simple one developed for the case of mixing two

plane waves. Since the signal image wave can be expressed as a superposition of many

plane waves whose propagation directions vary over a limited range (this range is small

when compared to the difference between the average signal wave direction and the pump

wave direction), the simple plane wave interaction model must be modified to be more

accurately applicable. In this letter, we present a simple modification of the theory of two

wave mixing involving image bearing beams and discuss in particular the amplification

process when the crystal is placed at the Fourier transform plane of lens L1. Experimental

evidence is also given to support the theory.

Shown in Fig. 2 is the image amplification geometry in which the amplitudes of the

image bearing waves are represented by {Ej}, j=l,2..N, and the pump plane wave is

denoted by Ep. In photorefractive crystals, the index modulation depends on the intensity

interference pattern so that the present analysis begins with the intensity expression which

is given by

I N m N N E *]

I(r) = 11 + 0Re Epq EPexp[i(kp-km)'r]+t E Emexp[i(kJ-knJ.rl (1)
I = qim rn= 1

where k, and km are the wave vectors of the pump and the muth probe beams expressable,

according to Fig. 2, by



kP= = ( -sin6 + LcosO), km = " sin + icOS6m) '(2)

N
and the total intensity is 10 = IE 12 + Y IEI 12. If the probe waves span a sufficiently smallrn=1

angular spectrum (much smaller than the angle between the pump and the average probe

direction such that N69 << 0). then the interference between the probe waves will induce

index gratings which are much weaker than those written by the interference between the

probe waves and the pump wave [3]. This is the scenario of interest, and the index

distribution can then be approximated as

lN

n=no-Re i q'- I IE exp[-(kp-k,).r, (3)

where n I is the index modulation coefficient which is assumed to be the same for aill of th-

gratings. The 7e/2 phase shift is due to the diffusion driven process. With this and the

assumption of slowly varying amplitudes for each plane wave involved in the interaction,

Maxvell's equations yield the follo,.ving couplcd system:

i~m - n1 ).d~o "I IE,12 EP, 1p-=
dz m= 4coso

dF - 'F n F 12.....niXdEz -m IEP 12 E~iI m = I N, Yni=- 4co4)

lo 4coso 6

The standard separation of intensity and phase equations is useful, and in partlcular, the

intensities of the pump and probes, Ip=lE.l 2 and lm-IEm 12.are governed by

N

dI_0._ =. 1,2 1 m I, F, 2p-dz Io m=1

dl L I I, m=l .... , N, Fmr = 2yTn . (5)
•(I l P



In the assumed diffusion drvL,,, scenario, the phases of the beams are decoupled so

that the intensity equations describe the two wave mixing process completely. To obtain

the final desired result. we make one further approximation which is consistent with the

assumptions made thus far. We have assumed that Om= 0, so that it is justified to

approximate F, 17m. With this, the equations become

N

dzjo.T-

d I I , = ,2 ... (5)

These equations are easily integrated to yield the following solutions.

g I, exp(-Fz)
I p(z)=

lI+3 exp(-Fz)

I, )(z) 1 +. !3 V,(6 )
1 +i cxp(-I-z) N

IIo
Mr=1

The above is the main result of this letter. The solutions indicate that the probe waves are

amplified uniformly Awih a ain factor which is a function of the ratio of the pump beam to

the total intensity of :he probes. Small deviations from this are expected as the coupling

coefficient is a function of the actual probe beam angle, and also as harmonic distortions of

the gratings result from the modulation depth approaching unity [4-61.

The uniformity of the amplification has been verified by the following experiment

(see Fie. 31. An output beam from an argon laser (514.5 nm) is spatially filtered and

expanded to pass through a rectangular aperture (RA: 2mm x 6mm). A variable beam

splitter consisting of two half-wave plates and a polarizing beam splitter cube is used to

split the incoming beam into two (the pump and the probe) and to vary the intensitv ratio of

the pump and the probe beams, the polarizer positioned after the half wave plate in the

,, , m m I !



reflected path ensures that both transmitted and reflected beams have the same

polarizations. The probe beam is transmitted through five rectangular windows (0.5mm x

2rm each) in a mask (MAI) to forn 5 probe beamlets. In the other arm, the pump beam

illuminates an identical rectangular window in a second mask (MA2). Two spherical lenses

tFL1 and FL-), one in each arm, are used to Fourier transform the two spatial patterns onto

the crystal plane. A spherical lens (FL 3) is used to re-image the spatial pattern carried by

the amplified probe beam onto the detector plane where the optical intensity profile is

s:.ampled by a linear detector ar-ray and monitored by a storage oscilloscope. We have

"aied the pump-to-total probe power ratio in the range 1000 - 1 and observed that the

.;erev transferred from the pump is equally distributed among the probe beamlets to within

2 ..-\ 1pica! example of the intensity profiles is shown in Fig. 4. The lower trace is the

intensitv profile of the five probe bcamlets transmitted through the crystal when !he pump is

o:f. The upper trace represents the corresponding profile when the pump beam is turned

on. F-or this specific case. the optical powers of the pump and the total probe are 0.6 mW

and 0.2 mV. respectivcly. 'hen all but one of the probe beamlets are blocked, almost all

of the depleted pump energy, originally distributed among the five channels, redirects itself

into the single unblocked channel.

The dynamTIics of Lr-atin e adjustments made by multiple probe beams were nbzerved

in the following experiment. A BaTiO; crystal was placed at the intersection of two weak

probe waves and a strong pump beam as shown in Fig. 5. As shown, the two probes were

arranged so that they propagate with a small angle (- I degree) between them in

cormparison with the angle between them and the pump beam (- 30 degrees). The results

are shown in Figs. 6a-h. The input intensities of the two probes were roughly the same

(P-10pVi with the input puMp power set at P=5mW. Shown in Fig. 6a are the probe

inten~sties (after passage through the crystal as seen by detectors 1 and 2) as they are

strobed on with shutters. The amount of pump power that is scattered into the probe

detectors was :mall compared to the unamplified probe intensities and correspondingly

5



becomes negligible when compared to the amplified probe beams. Fig. 6b shows the

amplified probe beams as the probes were strobed by the shutters (top zrace=probel,

bottom trace=probe2. scale factor=lV/mW). The power sharing is clearly evident in the

mid portion of the trace where both probes are on. When the order of events were changed

so that probe 2 was turned on first, the results were the same so that no hysteresis effects

were seen. Note that probe I is slightly stronger than probe 2. This is due to the fact that

tuIe :wo be:am coupling constants (one for each probe) were not the same.

In conclusion, we have analvzed the ,wo wave mixing phenomenon when a

multitude of probe beams are used. The theoretical results shown indicate that the pump

powcr is shared by the probe beams. Experimental evidence was given to validate this

power shar-ing effect.

We acknowledge useful discussions with our colleagues. Fred Vachss and Ragini

Saxena. Also, at the time of the submission of this paper, work [7] presented at the OSA

annu"al meeting and another recently puldished 1 %1 which dealt with similar subjects were

brouuht to our attention. This work is supported primarily by the Defense Adva,,nced

Research A\ency.
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Figure Captions

Typicl image amplification experiment using two wave mixing in photorefractive

crystal,.

2. Tvko % ave mixing with the crystal at the Fourier plane of the input image. The pump

Ep is a plane wave and the image effectively consists of a set of point sources.

3. Experimental setup used to verify uniform gain. MA1 consists of five identicad

apertures and comprises the probe imae to be amplified. Because of the .auIssi,',

illumination, the intensity pattern at MA1 is not uniform. MA2 is the pump inmce

apt-ert ure-.

Input ( .,%wer amplitude) and amplified (hi her amplitude) intensity distributions.

portion of the overal input distribution receives roughly the same gain.

5.Experientl setup used to record the dynamics of multiple grating buildup.

0 Dnamics of tw) gratings in the same volume. a) input probe intensities (uppm

cmen _s to-! and ior-_ in reference 5o ). b, outpu: amplified inten 'i

=1: tur'd (en. 1 tun d (.E #2 turncd on, #2 turned Off. -l turncd onl _

turned on,.- tnr:"e!oi
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Reconfigurable optical interconnection using photorefractive holograms

Arthur Chiou, Pochi Yeh, Scott Campbell, and John Hong

Rockwell International Science Center
1049 Camino Dos Rios, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

ABSTRACT

The use of photorefractive holograms in conjunction with a spatial light modulator (SLM) to
realize a reconfigurable optical interconnection with very high energy efficiency is briefly
discussed. In this approach, the SLM is used as a programmable binary matrix mask to encode
the interconnection pattern to a coherent laser beam whereas the photorefractive crystal is
used as a dynamic holographic medium to store the pattern and to efficiently diffract the
readout beam into the selected channels at high speed. We report recent experimental results
on issues such as energy efficiency, reconfiguration time, contrast, and uniformity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical interconnection between VLSI circuits, computing chips or boards plays an
important role in parallel optical computing. 1 , 2 Such a scheme of computing provides the
potential of achieving extremely high speed because it uses the fast switching of electronics and
the wide bandwidth and massive parallelism of optics for communication. 3  A generalized
optical crossbar switch can provide an arbitrary and reconfigurable interconnection4,5 between
an array of N lasers and an array of N detectors. Conceptually, such an interconnection can be
achieved by using optical matrix-vector multiplication, 5-8

V'= MV, (I)

where V is the input vector representing the signals carried by an array of N lasers and V' is the
output vector representing the signals received by the array of detectors. M is an N . N binary
matrix representing the interconnection pattern. Such an architecture provides the N2

parallelism required for arbitrary interconnection. When an SLM is used as the matrix mask,
the interconnection is reconfigurable.

The N2 para!lelism is accompanied with an intrinsic fan-out energy loss;4, 9 the fan-out
iead to an energy efficiency of I/N. For interconnection with large N (e.g., N - 1000), this
large amount of energy loss is intolerable. We recently proposed and demonstrated a novel
concept of reconfigurable optical interconnection 9 , ' 0 which can provide very high energy
efficiency. Using the nonreciprocal energy coupling in photorefractive crystals,i' - 14 such a
scheme of interconnection is capable of minimizing the fan-out energy loss; thus, it achieves
extremely high energy efficiency. Although the basic concept has been validated 9 ,10 using
fixed binary matrix masks (or transparencies) and the energy efficiency has been measured and
reported, IS, 16 the demonstration of reconfigurability with high energy efficiency and high
signal-to-noise-ratio (S/N) using an SLM remains a subject of experimental investigation. This
paper reports the results of the investigation on the contrast of reconfigurable optical
interconnection using a liquid crystal television (LCTV) in conjunction with a photorefractive
barium titanate crystal. The effect of finite contrast of the SLM on the performance of the
holographic interconnection is also discussed.

In what follows, we will briefly review the basic principle of operation of the
photorefractive interconnection. We will summarize some of our earlier results on energy
efficiency measurenent and on the use of Fourier transforms to achieve maximum beam
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overlap in the photorefractive medium.16 We then discuss the rez!ts of our experimental
investigations on the issue of contrast.

2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Figure I shows the basic idea of reconfigurable optical interconnection using photore-
' ,. ... ,.. A L.air, iieLt b os.d C o Spait uff a wici f.portion oi the feam wnirn
consists of beamlets each carrying information from one of the sources. This small portion of
the beam will be called the signal beam. The beam splitter allows the majority of the energy to
pass through. This major portion of the beam is called the pump beam. The signal beam is
fanned by the cylindrical lens and then passes through the spatial light modulator (SLM) which
contains the interconnection pattern. After passing through the SLM, the signal beam is
imprinted spatially with the interconnection pattern. The pump beam does not pass through the
spatial light modulator and thus suffers no energy loss due to the fan-out and all other loss
mechanisms associated with the SLM.

LENS

L S M DEPLETED BEAV

4 PHOTOREFPA CTI',E

4

d M /LENS

Fig. I schermatic d~agam illustrating the basic idea of a reconfigurable optical
interconnection using a photorefractive crystal in -conjunction with a spatial light modulator.

The signal beam which contains the interconnection information is then recombined with
the pump bean. in a photorefractive crystal. Under the appropriate conditions, the signal beam
can be amplified at the expense of the pump beam. Most of the energy of the pump beam will be
transferred to the signal beam provided the length of interaction is large enough.! 3,14

Although photorefractive two-wave mixing is involved, such a scheme can also be
considered as a real-time holographic interconnection with a very high diffraction efficiency.
The combination of the beam splitter and the SLM in conjunction with the pump beam is used to
record a hologram inside the photorefractive crystal. Such a hologram contains the
irterconnection as prescribed by the SLM. Once the hologram is formed, the pump beam can be
diffracted off the hologram and be redirected into the array of detectors. The advantage here
is that the recording and the readout occur simultaneously. This offers the possibility of
reconfigurable interconnection by controlling the SLM.

To achieve maximum energy efficiency, it is important that the signal beam and the pump
beam overlap completely. Specifically, beamlet I of the pump beam in Fig. I must overlap
completely with column I of the signal beam. And similarly, beamlets 2, 3, and 4 must also
overlap completely with their corresponding columns in the signal beam. Although the beamlets
in the signal bean and the pump beam are intrinsically different because of the interconnection
pattern, it itd:siduci piAeis Lcin nave identical shape (e.g., square). Complete overlap is
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possible in the Fourier domain, provided all the pixels are identical. The results of our
experimental investigations of beam overlap and the energy efficiency were presented
recently iS and discussed in detail in a separate paper. 16 The key results pertinent to the
energy efficiency are summarized in the next section.

3.0 ENERGY EFFICIENCY

We first investigated the energy efficiency due to beam coupling in a photorefractive
cry>tal. Referring to Fig. 2, we define the efficiency (h) of energy transfer in photorefractive
holograms a3 r Z Po/Pi, where P, and P0 are the optical power of the input beam and the
amplified signal bea,,, reslectively. A theoretical expression of such an energy efficiency %kas
derived earlier in reference 9 Using an uncoated barium titanate crystal (G 5 7 - 7 Mm,
30'-cut, from Sanders Associates) aF the photorefractive medium and an argon ion laser
(514.5 nm) as the source, we have achieved 4n energy efficiency as high as 30%. Further
improvement in energy efficiency can be achieved by coating the crystal surfaces with
antireflection dielectric films and by using crystals with highet ,.L. LU,,tdis. Ultimately,
the energ. efficiency is limited by the bulk absorption in the crystal.

pBs M2

INPUT BEAM

PUMP BEAM

SIGNAL BEAM

AMPLIFIED
SIGNAL OUTPUT

P
ENERGY EFFICIENCY () s

PROBE-TO-PUMP POWER RATIO (r) a -

Fig. 2 Ar ex ' perimental configuration for measuring the energy efficienc in photorefractive
two-bean coup!irg.

Using an experimental configuration as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3, we have also
successfully demonstrated'5, 1 6 that :

" the energy efficiency is insensitive to the lateral position of the signal window in the
SLM (shift-invariant).

• the energy efficiency is insensitive to the number of signal channels
* the energy distribution among all the signal channels is fairly uniform.

The properties listed above are due to matched amplification at the Fourier plane.i6 As
indicated in Fig. 3, each individual pixel of the signal beam is identical to that of the pump
beam to ensure max;mum beam overlap at the Fourier plane. Another desirable characteristic
of two-wave mixing at the Fourier plane is the preservation of contrast of the input pattern. In
the next section, we discuss the issue of contrast and a simple metlhod to enhance the contrast.
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VBS _ TO OSCILLOSCOPE
SF/BE / 2 P5S

ARGmts LASER1.1M
(514.5 nm)

/2 MA 2

P  
FL 2

MA,

2

4, "F 3

FL, 
30 " AP

BATiO3

BB/ M3

Fig. 3 An experimiental configuration for a -to-N N (for N = 10) brcG,'-;rTing netor< ,.,pg
ohotorefractive holograms at the Fourier domain.

4.0 CONTRAST

All of our experimental results reportted earlier and sunimmarized in th2 previous section are
obtained with photographic masks replacing the SLMs. To demonstrate the reconfigurability
and to study the reconfiguration time, an SLM in which the intercor Lio, ,LLirr l .)ie

varied either electrically or optically can be used. In our experiment, we used l liquid crystai
television (LCT'W) which has a relatively poor contrast ratio (of the order of - to 30)i?,18
compared with photographic masks. In the parallel matrix-vector multiplication approach, the
maximum number of fan-out of the optical cross-bar can be limited by the finite contrast of the
SLM.

As a simple example, consider an, M M permutation matrix mask with contrast ratio
C = TI/To, where T and T, are the iritensity transmittance of the "ON" state and the "OFF"
state, respectively. Referring to Fig. 4 (illustrated for the case of M = 4), let us assume that
the signal from each source is intensity modulated between zero and peak value P. The signal
level received by' each detector through the "ON" cell is PT , whereas the noise level received
through the (M-l) "OFF" cell is P(M-l) T.. The signal to noise ratio S/N is therefore given by

S/N = TI/(M-l) To = C/(M-I) = C/M for M >> 1. (2)

The condition S/N > I is satisfied provided t.iat the number of fan-out channels (M) is iess than
the contrast ratio (C).

A simple method to improve the contrast is by double-passage through the same SLM via
retroreflection or phase conjugation. In principle, if the contrast ratio for single passage is C,
the contrast ratio for double passage will become C 2 . The experimental configuration used to
verify this fact is shown schematically in Fig. 5. An expanded and collimated laser beam from
an argon laser (514.5 nni) is transmitted through a circular aperture (diameter - 14 mm) located
at the input plane. Half of the aperture is masked by a neutral density filter (NDF) to form a
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2-0 SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATOR

DETECTORS

LEDs

OUTPUT

INPUT -V

MATRIX - INTENSITY TRANSMITTANCE = T
M

--~ -INTENSITY TRANSMITTANCE = T0

Fig.4 Reconfigurabic interconnection using an SLM with finte contrast.

IS I!"T PLANE

PHOTOREFRACTIVE
PHASE-

CONJUGATOR

M IAGING

OPTICS

OUTPUT IMAGE PLANE

Fig. 5 An experimental configuration for contrast-enhance,.e;, by double-passage.

binary amplitude mask at the input plane. The transmitted beam is collected by a lens L) and
directed into a barium titanate crystal. The crystal is oriented so that the incoming beam is
retro-retieLted via self-pumped phase conjugation. 1 9 After traversing through the aperture,
the phase conjutated bean, is sampled by a beam splitter through imaging optics which reimages
the binary mask on the output plane. The input intensity distribution (i.e. single-passage
through the mask) and the output intensity distribution (i.e., double-passage through the i.ask)
are measured by scanning a detector with a small aperture (diameter n 1mml across the beam
diameter at the input and the output planes, respectively. The experimental esults (for a mask
with optical density OD = 0.5) are shown in Fig. 6(a) arid (b). Apart from some imperfection at
the edge of the output image, the output contra" ratio is approximately the square of that of
the input as expected. Instead of a phase-conjupate mirror, a plane mirror can also be placed at
the input plane immediately after the mask to retro-reflect the bedm back through the binary
mask. The resulting intensity distribution is shown in Fig. 6(c). Ve have repeated the same
measurement with a differcnt NDF (OD = 1.0) and also with a LCTV at the input plane; the
results are tabulated in Table 1. Photographs of the output image of an arbitrary binary pattern
written on a LCTV are shown in Fig. 7(a) for mirror reflection and (b) for seif-pumped phase
conjugation. The phase conjugation has the key advantage of being intrinsicall,, self-aligned.
The grating tormation time for seif-puniped phase conjugation using a typical barium titanate

-- , = I I I I II
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SC50O' 9

CONTRAST 3,3 10 5 10
RATIO (a) (b) (C)

Vig6 Iten, :~ p&: an cotra: o abinary miage: ta) L, the inputL plane, (b) at the output
pla-ie ;ifTer ojut-ie-nassag ;jj a phaze-conj ugate reflection, (c) at the output Plane after double-
passage v~a mirror ret ectior. The arrows indicate the intensities (of tne bright and dark
regions) usetd Kr! t-a~c.11L iC T~e contrast ratio.

Tabie I
C trs i~c~nceentof Bo ar Imiages bK Double-Possapte

CONTRAST RATIO OF VARIOUS IMAGES

SINGLE 'A"I I DOUBLE PAT1H

AMIPLITU LDE I\PUTF PHIASE- PHA11 SEF- MIRROR
MOI)I LA FION C()\IU(;GATE ()NJUGATriONs REELECTION

()1)().; 3.3 3.: 10. - 10.0

LCT% 14 20' _80 - I (I

cr'. s, a' a: f-v, ter~s of' !iilk.att of optical pover is, hoxkev.er, relativel'. slo. a fraction of a
seco- d to sovtzra! s-conds..). %ote that the output obtained bK mirror reflection is fairl\ uniform--
(see Fig.) arid Fig.7(a)) and the reflectioni IS practically in'stan taneous,.

ThQ vauehat l. verCQonnection holograms used to diffract the pump tean! into the2
,ipal nrv. specifitec b, the nat- .X mask do not degrade the contrast pro'.ided that the

LI ~eru tvecrvst-ii.) pl)V ed at the Fourier plane. -, , In contrast, photorel !rictive imrilap
un uaion 'ia tvko-vA'.e rhiXing In the iniage plane turids t,: decrease the ( ontrast of the
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Fig.7 Double-passage image of a binary matrix pattern or, a liquid cr~stai TA. (a) via mirror
reflection, (b) via phase-conjugate reflection.

input image.-,-2 - An expei iniental result varifying this contrast preserving property is given !n
Fig. 8. Intenslt\ profiles of a binary image and its amplified output are shown in (a) and (b),
respectivel\. Note that the contrast ratio of the input and the output image are almost
identica! and that the vertical scale in (b) is 20 times that of (a).

SC5001

(a) (b)

Fig.S Experimental results showing contrast-preserving image amplifiCation by photorefractive
tvo-wave [;,ixing at the Fourier domijair; (a) input intensity profile, (b) amplified output intensity
profile.

To extrapolate fron, the above discussion, if an SLM with a contrast ratio of the order of
100 (for exariple, a ferroelectric liquid crystal SLM) is used in the doubie passage mode, the
maxiiurim number of channels (M) of a NI M crossbar switch limited b the contrast ratio of
the SLM can be as high as 10"'.

5.0 EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION OF RECONFIGURABILITY

Using an experimental configuration similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 3, with the
photograpnic mask (transparency) replaced by an SLM, we have denonstrated the reconfigur-
abittv of the interconnection by writing new interconnection patterns on the LCTV. The
patterns are generated by an IBM PC and sent to the LCTV. With optical power of the order of

0 tens of milliwatts, the frane rate is currently limited by the photorefractive response time to a
few frances per second. The data rate, however, is not limited by the photorefractive response
time and can be higher than several megahertz. 9 To enhance the contrast of the binary pattern,
the signal beau is passed through the SLM twice via a retroreflecting mirror (as described in
Section 4,.0) prior to interacting with the pump beam in a photorefractive barium titanate
crysta.
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6. SUMMARY

W e have described a novel method for reconfigurable interconnections using
photorefractive holograms in conjunction with an SLM. Several important features, including
high energy efficiency (> 30%), uniform energy distribution, and high data rate transmission
(0 several megahertz) of this dynamic holographic interconnection are discussed. We have also
described the problem associated with the finite contrast of the SLM and have shown that the
contrast can be greatly enhanced (i.e., squared) by double passage through the SLM either by a
retro-reflecting mirror or by a phase-conjugator. We also report the demonstration of
reconfigurability by using a LCTV in conjunction with a photorefractive barium titanate crystal.
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